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VOL. Vl.-NO.

Site

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, MAY

15.

Sity ^ca’5.

nEIDSEMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers in
Xi Fornitnre & Coflius; Eighth street, bee ad-

The

parltctjs

vertisement.
Groceries.

Produoe, Etc.

@
&
dit

30
Groceriesand Supplies; a Apples, 9 bnshel ...... .......... $ 25
ready market for country produce; a choice Beans, bnshel ...................2 00
13
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st. Butter, lb .....................
Clover seed, )i lb ..................
14
10
rPE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store: Eggs, $ dozen ...................
OFFICE: VAN LANDEQEND’S BLOCK.
14
a choice stock of groceries always on hand. Honey, ty lb ............
8 00
....
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street. Hay, V ton ......................
Onions. V bushel ................
1 00
0. J. EOESBUBG, Editor and Pn\)li8her.
Potatoes. $1 bushel ...............
90
General Dealeri.
Timothy Seed, » bushel
TXSES or SUB3CBIPTI0N U.00 paryitr Is advance.
I'vUURSEMA J. & CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, Wool, V lb .............
JOB PRINTINO PROMPTLTAND NEATLY DONE.
Groceries, Crockery.Glassware,Hats, Caps,
Wool, Staves, Etc,
Clothingand Feed; River street.
..$ 8 00
Cordwood, maple, dry ...............
.. 2 75
green .............
ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,
. 2 50
beach, ury ...............
Ono square of ten lines, (nonpareil.) 75 cents
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey.. 2 25
*•
green ............
for ilrst insertion,and 25 cents for ouch subse- ancer; ofllce and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
@5 23
Hemlock Bark ....................
quent Insertion for any period under three
toio 00
Staves, pork, white oak, .............
months.
PUTTBN G„ General Dealers, in Dry Staves, Tierce,
12 00
.........
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Heading bolts, soft wood ...........
| 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 T.
to 2 54
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Heading bolts, hardwood ............. .. 2 75
8 (X)
5 00
1 Square ............... 8 50
.. 2 23
Stave bolls, softwood ................
8 00 10 00
.................. 5 0"
Hardwar#.
.. 8 00
Stave bolts,hardwood ...............
................ 8 00 10 00 17 HO
12
Railroad ties, ..........................
M Column .................. 1)0 17 00 25 00
DER VEEN, K„ Dealer In General Hard...............17 00 25 00 40 00
drain, Feed, Etc.
ware; cor, Eighth and River street.
................. 25 00 40 00 65 00
[Corrected by the "Ptugger MUU.)
Hotel#.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Wheat, white $ bushel ............
to $ 1 90
changes.
60
A
P. Zalsman, Proprietor, Corn, shelled ^ bushel ............
. Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Oats, $ bushel .....................
5ft
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Buckwheat, $ bushel .............
.90
firm the Trains. Eighth street.
Bran,
$1
ton
.......................
to
18
00
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub27 00
Feed. « ton .....................
lished without charge.
Livery and Sale Stables.
$100 lb .....................
1 50
An X before the Subscriber's name will denote
Barley, $ 100 lb ...................
1 10
the expiration of the Subscription.Two X X sig- 1>OONE & ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable. Middling, $ 100 lb .................
1 50
Ofllce and barn on Market s’lreet.Everything
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Flow, $100 lb ....................
5 25
Urit-closs.
fT All advertising bills collectable quarterly
Pear] Barley, $ 100 lb ..............3 00
4 (X)
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•
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F

ban,

•

to
to

X

to
to

to
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TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
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“
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X

“

“

VAN

V

2
3

**

“
X1 “
“

..

VAN

V

ETNA HOUSE.
zx

to

“

X>

CHAREST, THINKS.

VTIBBELINK,J.

H., Livery mid Sale Stable;
Ofllce of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

il

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
Effect,

Sunday, May

Grand Rapids. *9.45 a. in.
12.00 “ “
9.35 p. m.
1

(•

Muskegon, Pentwator
& Big Rapids. 1110 a.m.

Holland.
| 1.15 a.

m.

|5.15 “ “
8.20 p.m.
* 4.20 p. m.

Pork,

“ “

“

TT'LIEMAN.J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;

I

became the

greatest

of

all Confederate

generals, with a world-wide reputation for

gendered against her that she eventually

with the help of representativesfrom other
countries, in mitigating the atrocities and
bettering the conditionof the
people,

who numbered

unhappy

about 250,000. Af-

ter his resignation, in

July

last,

he

re-

turned to tins country, where he has since

remained, naturally studying the developments of what he terms “the great struggle of the
tor

age.” He

said that

any one not familiar with
the)

it

the

is difficult

countries

Orient to interpret the continuous

separatedfrom her husband and moved to
Springfield,Ohio, and resided with a
daughter who had married
Such is

the history of

noble

woman. We

annals

of

a

Union

officer.

this heroic and

doubt if in all the

the rebellion a more striking in-

stance of pure devotion to the cause of the

Union could be found than that of the

sis-

_

ter of General Stonewall Jackson, the
Havelock of
land

the Confederate

Leader.
No Enmity

__

army .-U^aw-

Eetvem Them.

Mr. Samuel J. Tllden sat in a box at
Booth's Theatre Friday night giving close

attentionand cordial applause to Ole

and tricks on the
which was the principal object of
infidel in the mind of an American. Such
interestto the three thousand people who
preconcievedbook-drawn notions are diswere participatingin the Norwegian’s
pelled by actual acquaintance. The Turk
most recent farewell to America. At the
of this day and century is not he against
close of the first part, when Ole hud refor the

Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Furs.

Turk of to-day, who

Bull’s familiar triumphs

is the despised

violin,

Jtycmt

Merchant Tailori

TJOSMAN, J. W..
I) in ready made

One espoused the cause of the South and

consummate military ability, and laid
down bis life on the bloody field of ChanMonday, Mr. Peixotto was appointed to
cellorsville.The sister, in spite of the
the newly-made consulate by President
opposition of her brother, uninfluenced
Grant In 1870, being at that lime a promiby hia brilliant achievements and the opnent lawyer in San Francisco. The conposition of husband and her relatives,
sulate was created on account of the persided with the cause of the Union and re
seculion of Jews on the lower Danube, the
mained true to that cause to the end of
subject exciting the atiention of the civilthe war. 8o great was the feeling enized nations of Europe. He succeeded,

@7

..

war broke

that principality,in St. George’s Hall, on

“

.

for their salvation.When the

out this singular difference between the

lb..

•*

&

U

1877.
Leave

Arrlre at
Holland.

Train*.

“
“
“
«• “

20,

Beef, dressed per

the lowly

F. Peixotto, late United States Consul to

pulsations over the cubic, and that us er...................6 to 7
6 to fljf roneous impressions are easily given preLard .................................. 11 to
Wagonmakeri and Blaekinithi.
Smoked Meat ...........................
12 to13
judices that warp the judgment of people
Ham ............................
8 to 9
in regard to the Muscovite and Moslem
pvIJREMA
BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
Shoulders ...........
..........
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Tallow, per lb .......................... 7 to 8
follow. The Moslem ol Richard’s time or
Turkeys,
...........................
11 to!2
ing done. River Street.
Chickens, dressed per lb .................toM
the follower of the great Sultan is mistaken

flail ftoatte.

Taken

war

the Hon. Benjamin

flict was delivered by

of

Meats, Etc.

of

affectionatebrother and sister transpired :

lecture upon the Turko-Russlan

and the position of Roumanln in the con-

.

to

275.

children of Africa offering earnest prayffi

B. F. FKIXOTTO, LATE
UNITED STATES CONSUL AT BU-

A

NO.

be on his knees in the midst

fiuiopean Conflict.

WHAT THE HON.

A WEEKLT"^BW3PAPEB,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

WHOLE

26, 1877.

Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
clothing and Gents' Furnish-

fbticcji.

Dead Animals.

ing Goods.

whom Peter the Hermit raised his potent
sponded to his pristineencore, Mr. Tildcu
The
question
has
been for along time
W.,
Merchant
Tailor.
Cloth
purchasJ 9.30 p. in.
voice, rousing Christendomto centuries
stepped to the front of the box and handed
ed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Reoairing what will you do with dead animals. The
New Buffalo &
promptlyattended to. River street.
undersignedwhose place ofbusinessisnenrof crusade, but is a man ol humanity and the white-haired Paglninl a laural wreath,
Chicago. | 1.05 a. m. 11.20 a. m,
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in read- toleration. The lecturer then took up the
Meat Market#.
which proceeding gave great pleasure to
f 5.10 “ “
12 15 p. m.
inesss to remove all dead animals at his subject of Roumania. This province, he
3.05 p. m. i 9.45 “ “
IkUTKAU W., New Meat Market, near corner own expense, by simply notifying him said, contained2,197 square miles, with a Mr. Bull, Mr. Tilden and the audience.
*4.00
X) Eighth and Fish Street. Al! kinds ol sau- thereof.
During the intermission the venerable
sages constautly on hand.
populationof less than 2,000 to the square
• Mixed trains.
HkNoard Wick.
Peter Cooper stepped from the stage to
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
mile, called Prince Charles, a distant reliHolland, Aug. 28,
29-ly
TT'UITE, J.. Dealer in nil kinds of meats and
t Dally except Saturday.
the box where his rival sat, and the audilx vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
| Mondays only.
tive of the Czar, to the throne of 1806. Beence was treated to the unwonted and
All other trilus daily except Sundays.
fore that the rich land wanted commer'All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago VAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
agreeablespectacleof two Presidential
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
cial activity,was lull of moral corruption
time.
and twine; 8th street.
candidates shaking hands as cordially as
in the higher ranks, while orientalmagnifiBy buying your
though one had not rightfully received 100
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Boad.
Manufactories,Mills, Shcps, Etc.
cence contrasted deeply with the degraelcctorlalvotes and the other none at nil.
dation of the poor. On one side was ho
Taken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1876.
TEEMING, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By
Then Ole Bull joined the merry group,
iJ Improved machinery la enabled to sell the
greatest opulence,on the other brutish igaud lavishing his ostentatious greetings
Ooing South. regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
(bln* North.
norance,much of which lias been changed
lower pr.ces than any surroundingtown. Plow
No. 3
No. 1
No. 2
No. 4
STATIONS.
upon
the philanthropist, who sat in iho
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
p. in. a. m.
p. m.
j). m.
under the Prince. Railroads came and
front of the box, retired to a buck seat for
7 .V)
Mu*ke?on
1 45
8 00 12 15
LTEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
brought some of the habits of Western
Ferryaburg
2 18
8 40
7 25 11 41
less conspicuousbut mofe mysteriousconIX
Agricultural
Implements;
commission
agent
Grand Haven
2 2H
8 50
7 15 n ;W
Europe, and, in n word, Charles has been
for Mowinu Machines • cor. 10th & River street.
Pigeon
2 58
9 40
verse with the statesman. At last Cyrus
0 HO 11 07
Holland
H 35 11 15
a positive advantage to the principality.
5
10 40
W. Field entered the charmed circle, and
Fill more
3 55 11 45
5 07 10 18
pAUELS.VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors
The Armenian, Bulgarian, Danubiau Jew,
4 45
1 15
9 30
8 55
Allevaa #
of Mugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour
watched Olo Bull, who was buck on the
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Polyglot Greek and Servian, who is the
stage, with an intentuessthat showed he
YTERBEEK, II. W.. & CO., Proprietorsof the
all kinds of Furniture. Irishman of the Orient, were sunk in ig- was thinking of the fact that ho only
flircctanj.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildnorance and pitiful misery, hut are now
lucked one of having ns many strings
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
At the Store of
slowly emerging (herefrom. The court of
Attorney#.
across the Atlantic as spanned the bridge
H. MEYER & CO.
HoUr? Public#'
Charles is brilliant, a Louis Quatorze in
of the violinist’sCremona.— V. Y. World.
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
miniature, without its virtues except those
XI. Notary Public; River street.
I)OST, HENRY D., Real Estate ami Insurance
Agent, Notary Public ami Conveyancer; Colfor Sale.
furnished by Princess Elizabeth, the gifted
The Crops.
QHERBURNE, S. W., Blendou,Mich., Attorney lectionsmade in Hollandand vicinity.
I will sell eighty ncres of splendid’ clnv consort. His great ambition is for militaat Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosnreof Mortgagesand collections. WALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, soil, six miles from this city. Near church
•Winter wheat is already knee-high at
OlHco In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
and Insurance Agent. Uttlca,City Drug and school house, at a bargain, 30 ncres ry achievements with his well-equipped
the West, and looks the best it has for
Bolks & Bros.
Store, 8th street.
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also army of thirty thousand. Besides these
four years. The spring grain is all sown;
rpEN EYCK. J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town- are the territorialmilitia, whom the Czar
Phrilcians
Agent. OlHco in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
and promises very finely. There has been
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
kindly armed for him. Charles aud his
River street.
A NNI8. T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
M.D.
a good deal of rain for the past month at
l\ 8. W. cor. Public Square.
Roumanians will be the easiest food for
S kerles.
the West, and corn-plantingis backward.
powder ever offered in battle. Austria,
|)EST. R. B. <6 McK.. Surgeonsand Physicians.
The wet weather has bten unfavorable to
Farmers, Attenticnl
"OESSINK.G.J. A. ProprietrorpfCityBakery;
Ofllce at their residence, Overysel, Mich. Dr.
he said later on in his lecture,is threatConfectionaryand cigars; Refreshments in McK. Best will go to East Saugatiick every other
the grasshoppers, and high hopes are enthis line served on call: Eighth street.
day for the next year, to keep himselfin roadincss
I have on hand Diamond Iron Plows, a ened with war more positively than any
for professional calls.
tertained that this pest will not have such
large stock of cultivators,corn. planters, other nation, for Rhe will not permit RusBanking &nl Exchan e.
EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon : Ofllce mowers, reapers, harrows and every other sia to gain tiie Black Sea. Then comes a sweep as in former years. It is too soon
TTENYON, NATHAN, Bunking and Collecting.
J corner Eleventh and River street opposite appliance to save labor for the farmer, and
to justify deliuite conclusions upon this
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and public square.
England. She will cover the legions of
will
sell
os
low
ns
anybody,
and
prehaps
a
point. War and famine unite to make the
River streets.
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Ofllce, trifle lower. I call especial attention to Francis Joseph as they march to intercept
.vl over E. Hbrold’s Boot and Shoo Store, our home manufacture, articles which wc the Czar and only waits for the proper mo- American harvest of breadstuffs important
Barber#.
Eighth street.
guaranteefor their durability— For ready ment to declare war. It was so in 1853 this year. Great suffering is reported fr >m
I'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
\J shampoonlug,hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea- QC’HOUTKN, R A. City Pnysicinn. Ofllce at D. cash as cheap as the cheapest, and Mowers and will be so in 1877. He prophesied northern China. The people having exsonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
R. Mecngs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
aud Reapers on as long time as you may
hausted their supplies of grain, and have
Hotel.
14-ly
want. Anybody doubting this firm will that there would be a general Europeau
been reduced to husks, potato-stalks,grass
Photographer.
be allowed time for trial.
Book# and Stationery.
war, only Franco being able to keep out
seeds, and even the rotten sugar-cane
R. K. HEALD.
TTIGGINS. B. P. the leading Photographer.Galof it. France and the United States, he
‘I/'ANTKRS, L. T. Dealer In Books, Station*. XX lery opposite this ofllce.
Holland, Mich., May 11, 1877.
stalks with which their houses are thatched.
IV. ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
thinks, will supply the contending nations
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Thousands are dying, and the government
Saddler#.
with materials for the long war.
takes no measures to relieve them, even
Boot# and Shoe#.
Y TAUPE LL, H.. Manufacturer of anddealerin
a Parallel.
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
StonevaU Jackson's Sicter.
prohibiting the.imporlution
of food by priTTEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in Eighth street.
We believe that the wonderful results
XX Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
vate
merchants
because
(he
price
has risen
accomplished by the use of "Shiloh't Con"Stonewall” Jackson was one of the
Eighth street.
Sewing Machine#.
iumptkn Cure" are without a parallel in most courteousmen iniRL'inable. His wife above a certain limit. Such a country, it
Dentist.
the history of Medicine. Those who dis- says: "He never passed a lady on the Must be admitted, does not permit a very
IT' ANTE RS. A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle
gan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Ma believe this and have occasion to try it,
street, whether stranger or not, without favorab\9 field for trade.
j^EED. M. Dental Snrgoon; residenceand of- chine.” Dealers In needles and attachmenis.
can be convinced without expense to them- raising his hat. One thing I remember
vJ flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker &
Van Raalto.
selves. Its success is so wonderful and of him, he never looked into a room that
A member of Gen. Crook’s military famTobacco and Cigxrs.
sure that we sell it on a guaranteeto cure happened to pass when the door was open
T71ERGU80N B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
ily says that Silling Bull is the Sioux BisX? all operationsappertainingto Dcutiatry in rPE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, Consumption, Bronchitis,Coughs, Hoarse- —not even my ronm."— Exchange.
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
marck. He is easily the first in council.
the best style of the art. Office over U. D. Post,
ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup.
Eighth
14-ly
This reminds us of a little episode in But when it comes to fighting, young
In
these
cases
or any Lung trouble don’t
Witches and Jewelry.
fail to try it, it may save your life, while the history of General Stonewall Jackson, Crazy Horse— who is only in his thirtieth
Drags and keiictnii.
TOSLIN A BRE YM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, it will cost you nothing if it gives you no given us by a lady who was an inmate,
year— steps to the front. According to
and dealers in Fancy Goods ; Kenyon’s Block
A NNI8 A BROEK, dcaierain Drugs. Medicine*,
relief. Cali’ at the Drug Store of J. O.
previous to the war, of the family of the the staff officers, Crazy Horse is an aboii. Fancy Good*, Toilet Articles and Perfumer- River Street.
Doesburg, No. 70, 8lh street and Wm. Van
ies Paints and Oils, Ac., Eighth street
sister of the general, who was then living
Putten, River street, Holland,Mich., and
riginalPhil. Kearny for courage and coolT'VOESBURG, J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Mediget a trial bottle 10 cents or n regular size at Beverly, West Virginia. She and the ness under fire. Unlike other Indian
X * cine*, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Phyfor 50 cts. or f 1, sold elsewhere by dealers general were orphan children, and were
sician'sprescriptions carefully pntup; Eighth st.
chiefs, he is always found in a charge from
generally.
brought up together until he went to West
I. 0- of 0- F.
thirty to forty yards ahead of his men.
Y TEENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fiuo Drngs, Med•‘Hackmetack” a new and delightful Point. Like most orphan children, they
iciue*.Fancy Good*, Toilet Articles aud PerHoi.LAMoCityLodge, No. 192, IndependentOrde
Perfume sold by the above dealers.
fumeries. Eighth street
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Od
It is to be feared that the colored people
were unusually attached to each other.
Fellows’ Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evcniu.
XTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- of each week
•
of
Memphis have not taken the tirades of
At a later time she married and settledin
clncs, Paints. Oils, etc. : Proprietor of Dr.
Visiting others are cordially invited.
Call at E. F. Melz & Co’s Millinery es- Beverly, where her husband carried on a Wendell Phillips and William Loyd GarW. Van Dbn Bbbo's Family Medicine*; River St.
,, w
J. Kiumeb, N. O.
tablishment, located opposite City Hotel,
N. W. Bacon, R. S.
large farm or plantation. Her brother, rison against the president to heart. A
1Y7ALSH UKBER, DruggistA Pharmacist;afull
if you want to make a selection trom one
•
stock of goods appertaining to the business
the
general, frequently visited her, and any rate they have held a meeting,
of
the
finest
stocks
of
Bonnets,
Hats,
F. & A. M.
See advertisement.
Flowers,
Hair,
Laces,
Gloves,
Parasols,
during
these visits he would invariably go indorsed his southern policy us cnlcul:
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodoi
Scarfs, and everything else belonging|to
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
furniture.
to the quarters of the slaves for the purpose to “allay the ultra elements of politU
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Ma
our line of business ever brought to this
\f EYER Ji, «SiCO., Dealersin all kindsofFnr- 23, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
ties,” pacify races and sections, and
city. Hats ore trimmed at the shortest of exhortingthem on the subject of reliivX nlture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
J. 8. Ruins, W. M.
gion. Frequently this great soldier would store peace to the whole country.
PlfctureFrame*, etc. ; River street.
18--5w
O. B hetman, Sec'y.

“ “
“
“
“
“ “
“

5.25 a. m.
4. 10 p. m,

V^RST,

V

1876.

SAVE MONEY
WALL PAPER,

V

CAH/IPIETS,

CHILDREN CARRIAGES,

CURTAINS,

M

Pictures Frames,

I

§u$iuc$s

And

y

12-4w

l

Farm

O

vy

X

42-tf

-

-

HOWARD.

l

_

O

Without

V

direct.

Jl

V

X

,

T

^

notice.

l

the Commissionerof Internal Revenue that spread of the Tartar insurrection. . .Tho Roupeal of the law, and, having failed to do so, than those of the honorablememoers, and this
Collector Joalyn and Deputy Marshal Austin manian Governmenthas publisheda note statr MacMahon sent him a sharp letter, in- caused them to get into bad humor. One boy was
and three others hive been shot in Lee county iug it can no longer doubt it is at war with Tur- timating,among other tilings, that arrested and brought before tho bar of the House.
The proceedings were stopped. Mr. Hoyt raised a
Va., while in the dischargeof their duty. One key by the fault of Turkey, and it must
did
sufficient
intake measures accordingly.... Reports from fluence to assert his views successfully. point of order that the House had no right to arrest
was mortally wounded.
. W. 0. D. Whips, the
the boy without a warrant from the Speaker. Mr.
proprietor of the Willard Hotel, Louisville, Ky., Turkish sources represent that the Thereupon M. Simon and all tho other memHamiltondiffered with him, reviewingparliamenCircassians have captured one or two unimporwho,
some
time
ago
shot
and
killed
his
chief
OIXY, MICHIGAN.
bers of the Cabinet,with the exceptionof the tary history for the past thousand years, showing
tant
Russian
towns
in
their
country
on
the
derk. has been tried and acquitted.
Minister of War tendered their resignations. that the House had such right. Speeches were
Black sea, and driven out the garrisons. Arms
The Legislature of South Carolina has elect- have been supplied to the insurgentsby the A new Cabinetwas immediately appointed,as made by several members desiring to punish tho
follows : Due de Broglie, President of the Coun- boy. One said, “ Shoot him on the spot.** The boy
ed Henry Mclvor Associate Justice of the Su- Turkish commander. Insurrectionarybands cil and Minister of Justice ; De Fourton, Minis- was finally released.... The Speaker and Clerk both
premo Court of that State, in place of J. H. are also threatening the rear of the Russians ter of the Interior ; Eugene C&illaux, Minister made short and appropriate parting apeocheH,thankoperating against Batoum.... The renewal of of Finance ; Auguste Paris, Minister of Pub- ing everybody,the reportersincluded. ..-.'While
THE EAST.
Willard, elected Chief Justice. Mclvor received
waiting to hear from the committee who waited upon
the war m Bosnia and Herzegovina has induced lic Works ; Vicomte
Meux, Min- the Senate aud Governorto Inform them that they
A statue of Rtr-Oreene Hillock, the poet, every vote cast, Republicans and Democrats great numbers of the Christianpeople in those ister of Agriculture;Brunet. Minister of Public had concluded their buslnesaand were ready to adalike voting for him. . .The Southern Prosbv- provincesto take refuge in the Austriandominhas beca tmveilod in Central Park, New York.
Instruction.This ministerial crisis has been journ, a little merriment was Indulged in, such as
tenan Conventionmet in New Orleans last ions, and thousands of them are reportedto be
productive of a good deal of excitemoutin Paris throwing paper wads, documents, books, boiled
....Five children of Frank Dunnegal, a rail- ^ee“* "r* C. A. Stellman,of Alabama,was
eggs, etc. ^
in a starving condition in Dalmatia.
and throughout France, and by some the situaroad employe at Little Hook. Cortland county, elected Moderator.
A cable dispatchsays the slow advance of tion is regarded as extremely grave. The
N. Y.. were burned to death last week. The
A telegram from Gen. Ord, commanding in
The Wages Yalue of Steam Power.
the Russian Army of the Danube is caused by Chamber of Deputies has adopted a resolution,
eldest was 9 yean old. Dunnegal and his wife
by a large majority,declaring that “tho ChamTexas, to Gen. Sheridan,at Chicago, reportsa
Prof. Leone Levi, in a lecture to work^ were a short distance from the house when
diplomatic rather than by militaryconsideraber will only place confidence in a Cabinet
ingmen on 14 Work and Wages,” estimathey discoveredthe fire, and made every effort fight between a company of cavalry and a band tious. The Czar is anxious to hold Austria in
free to be resolved to govern in accordto rescue the children, but the flames had of Comanche Indians, at Lake Suemada, in check by the presence on her frontierof 500,000
ance with Republican principles, which alone ted the amount of capital required to
gained too much headway. The cries of the Texas. The Indians were put to rout, with a men. Should this army push too rapidly across
can secure order and prosperity."It is feared, carry on some of the industries in Great
little ones calling for help could bo distinctly loss of four killed, the troops capturing six
the Danube and into the Balkans, Austria unless the President Backs down and responds Britain. There are 20,000,000 acres of
heard by the parents. . .A new white whale has squaws and sixty-uineponies, besides de- would be free to attack the Russian rear, and
to the policy of the House, France will drift land cultivated, which, at £8, is £160 just arrived at New York, and taken up his stroying their lodges, camp equipage, aud thus paralyzethe campaign. In the Russian
into revolution and civil war. MacMahon exquarters in the aquarium .... The recent terrible supplies.
camp, it is believed that England and Aus- presses a determination to maintain a pacific 000,000. The cotton trade requires
forest fires in New York, New Hampshire, MassA Norfolk (Va.) dispatchchronicles the de- tria are joined in coalition to intervene so polity with all the powers,and to firmly repress £80,000,000,wool trade £30,000,000, iron
achusettsand Vermont have destroyedmillions
soon as decided Russian successes shall en- any Ultramontane demonstrat.ons.
trade £30,000,000, merchant marine
of dollars’ worth of property,and rendered struction by fire of the town of Caswell, N. C. danger the formers Eastern and the latter’s
£70,000, ()00 ; railways have £600,000,000
Mb.
Gladstone
is
booked
for
a
speech-makhundreds of people homeless. An inimense There was but little insurance held in the town Dauubian interests.The Russiansspeak of
area of woodland was burned over, and the by the property-holders,
and the greatest dis- their forces on the Danube as “the Army of ing tour throughout England, to foment, agita- invested in them, and the waterworks,
loss of timber alone is very great. It is be- tress prevails. . .The Et. Louis Republican says
England," implying its use against England. tion against Turkey....Ad vices from South gasworks, docks and other undertakings
hoved that many personshave lost their lives that organizationsof lawlessmen exist in seV- Its commander is enjoinedto take no irretriev- America state that, during the recent earth- all call for similar vast sums. Construcwhile trying to save their homes.
oral border counties of Missouri aud Arkansas
able step forward until England and Austria quake along the coast of Peru, seventeen ships tion may be consideredas the fixation of
An unusual scene was witnessed in the New who call themselves“Ghouls,", whose chief mi
shall have been diplomaticall;
were totally lost and forty damaged ____ It turns work, and here we have about a thous- ---- iy neutralized....
purpose is to run aud protect smJl illicit distil- The Russians,a Turkish dispatch save, have out that that story about a sea-serpent, J01 feet
York Capitol, at Albany, a few evenings ago.
leries in the mountains, and kill, or whip, or made a second unsuccessfulattempt ‘to bom- long, having been captured on the Scottish sand million pounds’ worth of fixed
The lower house of the Legislaturerefused to otherwisepunish all persons who oppose them,
labor. Labor m use deals with figures
bard Kars, but were compelled to retire ____ coast was a vile hoax.
pass, over the Governor’sveto, a bill appropri- and show any disposition to enforcethe laws.
Tho positionof the Russians near Batoum is
Germany takes alarm at Uie Ultramontane and values that are quite as large. The
ating $l,000,u00to complete the new Capitol
At Blandville,Ky., a few nights ago, a mob becoming one of great danger.... The special
annual industrialproduction of France
building, whereat the crowd in the gaUeries and
correspondent
the Chicago element in France, and distrusts tho policy of is £480,000,000,and of this £200,000,000
took from the jail a negro charged with atin the lobbies yelled and hooted against .those
Times telegraphs that within a short time “Aus- the now Cabinet of PresidentMacMahon. Acwhite
is labor, the remainder being caHcd
who voted against the workingmen’s interests. tempting to outrage and murder
tria has assumed a more threateningattitude on cordingly, the garrisonsof Alsace and Lorraine
As some of the members appeared outside, woman. The ruffians put one end of a rope all territorv contiguousto the Russian advance. will bo strengthened sufficientlyto equal tho material, though, if the items of its cost
several were beaten and driven back by around the prisoner’sneck, hitched the other Bodies of light cavalry hover in the corner of force on the other side of tho frontier.
were ascertained, current labor would be
the yelling crowd, and a few members were end to a mile, and dragged the wretch to the the principalitieswhere the Danube divides the
An Athens dispatchsays war between Greece found to make up a great portion of that
obliged to escape by the rear doors to their woods. The next morning his dead body was two states. The Russians have, in consequence,
sum also.
hotels. A large body of police arrived subse- found nddled with bullets, hanging to a’tree detached a force of one hundred and fiftv and Turkey is considered inevitable ____ Thirty
But, taking French manufactures as
persons
were
recently
drowned
by
the
wreck
of
quently and drove the crowd from the Capitol and the clothing buraed off.
thousand men to the westward of Widin,
and from the Governor’s house, which was
its
main
movement
on
a
vessel
plying
between
Adelaide
aad
the
Al- they are reported, we can obtain from
WASHINGTON.
threatened. A large crowd then went to the
the Danube from Austrian espionage, bany isles, on the northeast coast of Australia. them an estimate of the value of mahotels, threateningto mob the members, and in
The Pension Bureau has now on its files and to defend its flank when the Danube .... In France, a largo number of Prefectsof chines. The first steam engine was insome cases squads followed the members to nearly 90,000 unadjudicatodpension cases, is won and the general march to the Balkans Republican politicalviews have been dismissed
troduced into thfit country by the city of
their rooms in the hotels, threateningvengebegins.’’The same correspondent says that by order of President MacMahon.... The
ance by the workingmen. Finally the police besides some 60,000 so-calledrejected cases, “the nows of a Turkish triumph in Asia and change of administrationin France seems to Paris in 1789, the year of revolution.
managed to disperse the mob.
about 2,000 of which annually require to be tho war party’s victory in England affects tho have excited some uneasiness among German At that time the cost" of labor iu manureopened on the presentationof additional evi- Russian rank and file visibly. Hostility to the statesmen, and Bismarck has returned to Ber- factures was 60 per cent. , and of mateA hobrible accident is reported from Chesdence. Congress will, at its next session,be English is intensified.It is asserted that the lin in response to a special summons from the
rial 40 per cent, of the whole cost. On
ter, Pa., a few miles from Philadelphia.While
asked for & sufficientclericalforce to bring up Czar is so indignant with the Qneen that he Emperor.
. Hereafterthe circulation of foreign
this basis the £280.000,000worth of maa large iron steamship was being launched at the present applicationsand secure prompt
has ordered his daughter, the Duke of Edin- newspapersin France will only be permitted
terial used now would require £420,000,Roach’s ship-yard, a number of the workmen attention to claims presented in future.
burgh’s wife, to retire from English soil.”. . . after minute censorship.
<
were overwhelmed by the vessel and crushed to
000 of labor to work it up. The present
Civilian employes of the Quartermaster’s An attack of the Russianson Adrahau, iu
death. The workmen had been given five
industrial population of France is 8,400,and Paymaster’sBureaus of the War. Depart- Asiatic Turkey, has been bravely repulsedbv
minutes notice, but, for some reason, thev
tho Turks, so the latter report
LEGISLATURE.
000, though all are not fullv effective,
ment,
aud
other
uon-eulisted.
men
connected
faded to get out of the way, and as the vesse'l
The Turkish army in Asia is being largely
and on the old basis this would have to
started the scene became one of the most hor- with the service, have been notified that thev
W ednejjday,May 16.— Senate.— A resolution
be increasedto 17,640,000 persons. The
nble in character. The poor creatures may continnework if they like, bnt it must be reinforced.... A Constantinople dispatch says
was adopted about as follows : That the Legislature
could be seen struggling to get out of understood that they will have no claim upon “the Russians in the vicinity of Tehurukson
other divisions of population,tradesmen,
tue way of the unmense rollers, which the Government unless Congresschooses to sacked and burnt all the villages aud massacred has adopted a resolution adjourningnext Friday ; etc., would also increase, and the result
that the Senate speciulcommitteeon taxation have
moved resistiosslyonward, crushing make an allowance for their services...The all tho women, old ipenand children." This decided that the Senate will not have time to pass on is finally apparent that France is not
and mangling their
---- bodies,
the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia has is probably a Turkish canard ____ The approach the tax question ; therefore,be It resolved, that the
vessel was borne toward the river. No help decided adverselyupon the claims of Admiral of the Russians to their borders has stimulated House be requestedto appoint a conferencecom- large enough to contain and raise food
could be given them, as it was utterly impos- Porter and the officersand men of the North the war fever of the Servians, and their Gov- mittee to confer with a like /xjmmittee from the for the people that would be needed to
.Much time was consumed carry on the modern business on the old
sible to reach them or to stop the immense Atlantic squadron to a claim of $3,000,000in ornmeutis responding to this feeling by mili- Senate on the subject.
in committeeof the whole on sundry bills.... A numvessel in its Juggernauticalcourse. The usual prize money.
t&rjr dispositions which can only be understood
methods. The man power of the steam
ber of unimportantbills were passed.
cheering at the launchingof a vessel gave place
A Washington dispatch says: “Secretary as inspired by a definite purpose to take sides House.— A resolution was adopted allowing the machinery introducedinto the industries
to wails of anguish and groans of pain. Those
with the Russians.... Advices from Giurgevo,
who witnessed the scene were utterlv broken Sherman dechnes to issue a positiveorder for via Berlin, say “ the movements of Russia clerk of the House, Mr. Grossman,$2 per diem extra is estimated at 31,500,000, and, as it redown with emotion, and could not speak for the dismissalof the one-milliou-dollarsuit show their chief point of operationswill be tho during the session — Bills were passed: Providing places £220,000,000 worth of labor, we
mmutes after the vessel had glided into the against Jacob Rehm, of Chicago. He will leave Upper Danube. The movements at the mouth for tax on dogs ; amending the law relative to the may reckon tne wages of a steam manat large of ‘ animals ; providing that all offinver. Two men were cut in halves, others it to the courts to determine whether, under
the Danube are mere feints." ____ running
appointed by the Governor, whose, term of office power at £7, or $35, per year, exclusive
were horribly mangled, and arms, legs and the circumstancesof the case, on hearing such The first important success of tho war iu Asia cers
is not elsewherefixed, shall hold office for two
of food (fuel) and lodging. — Galaxy for
arouud- Everything was covered evidence as may be offered, the honor and good has been gained by the Russians,who have years; amending the law relative to powers of
with blood. Heven men were killed and two faith of the Government require that the captured by assault the fortifiedtown of Arda- County Boards of Supervisors ; providingthat no June.
seriously wounded by the accident
prosecutionshould be dismissed. ’. . .The Post- han, lying between Kars and Batoum. The public hall, school-house or church shall be allowed
Homestead Laws in Brief.
THE WEST.
master General desiresthat newspaperswish- works mounted sixty guns, accordingto Russian to be occupied until a certificate of its safety has been
granted by the proper authorities ; amending the law
Under
the United States Homestead
*n£f,to
advertise
in
his
department
should
send
accounts,
and
the
place
contained
large
(juantiAdvices from the Spotted Tail agency state
relative to attaching property of forcing companies;
to the Chief Clerk, W. H. Knapp, the amount ties of stores.... The Czar aud Prince Gortslaw,
any
person
21 years of age and over,
to
provide
for
the
drainage
and
reclamation
of
that Lieut Clark, one of Crook’sstaff, enlisted
of then- circulation, regular rates per square, chakoff have joined the army on the Danube, swamp laads in the counties of Allegan and Barry, male or female, native or foreign born
Crazy Horse and fifteen head men of his band. and how much discountwill be allowed.
and will personally direct its operations. . .Tho and appropriatingState swamp lands to defray the
New York Herald correspondent at Trebizond expense thereof; to providefor the removal’of a married women excepted— may obtain 160
•Rie enlistmentwas made for the better control
GENERAL.
jam of floodwoodin the Shiawassee river, in
the acres of Government land on payment of
telegraphs
the exact situation in Asia. He
---5D^Ul atJtho afiencio«-They swore
The town of Woodstock,N. B., has been
$14 fees, and after a residence of rive years
with uplifted hands to be true and faithful to
ta
Over sixty
the Government and obey all orders. Three visited by a disastrous conflagration.
coufinus the rejiort of | Of range 2 east, Shiawassee county, and for making on the land they can have a clear deed of
prominent chiefs have been enlisted as ser- buildings in the best part of the town were the bombiu-dment of Sukum Kaleh, and says an appropriation of State swamp lauds to aid in the it from the Government. After six
that the inhabitants and the Russian troops re- construction of the same ; to provide for the opengeants to Spotted Tail, Red Cloud aud Crazy
The loss is estimated at $300, 0O0.
mouths’ residence, if it be preferred,
tired in the rear of the town.... Skirmishes ing of highways, streets and alleys in tho cities ami
Hcrse M. C. Page, United States District burned.
aDj P. T. Barmim, the showman, proposes to occur daily in tho rear of Batoum.... A strong villages of this State. .The messagefrom the Sen- they may get a deed on the payment of
Attorney for Montana, was recently drowned
undertake the recovery of little Charho Ross, attack by the Russianshas been vigorously re- ate asking for a conference was agreed to, and a 82()0, and no further residence will be rewhile attempting
ford *
swolcommittee appointed .... An effort was made, for
and with this object in view will offer a reward pulsed.
stream
that Territory... of
the fifth time, to pass the Alpena Land-Grant Ball- quired. Soldiers miw deduct time spent
$10,000. He has made arrangements also,
Ohio and Illinois, by legislative enactment
Since the fall of Soakgoom-Kalea panic road bill, but It was defeated by a larger vote than in the se vice of the Union, not to exceed
it is understood, to exhibit the adventurous
ever.
have made silver coin a legal tender for the
young fellow in case he is recovered, reighs at Odessa and other Russian towns along
three years, fiom the rive years. By the
V •Tbe Indiana Grand Mr. Christian Ross, the father, havThursday, May 17.— Senate.— A resolution pre-emption act any person over 21 years
the Black sea. All confidence
Lodge of Odd Fellowshas just held its semic°nH<3nted
scheme.... shore batteries and torpedoeshas been was adopted by the Senate giving its Secretary,James of age — except a married woman— may
annual session at Indianapolis.Reports show
The
General
Assembly
of
the
Presbyterian
Stone, and assistant,Haskins, each $2 extra per
515 effective lodges In the State, with a memBucharest dispatch announces diem ; the State Janitor,$1 extra ; the Ser«eaut-at- take 160 acres of Government laud, on
Church of tho United States is in session in lost....
bership of oyer 26,000. The amount paid for
proclaimed her Arms, Perkins, $1.50. ... Mr. Fayram’sMutual Bauk- payment of $2 fees, and after residing on
Chicago. Rev. James Eells, of San Francisco, that Roumariia
relief and charity for six months is $40,000.
acts as Moderator. The attendance is quite independence and declared war against ing bill was defeatedby a tie vote, 11 to 11.... The it six months, or for any time not exIbe resources of the lodges are over $1,500,000.
bill amending the law relativeto assignees of inlarge.... Gen. Grant and family sailed from Turkey, but will remain on the defensive. The
solvent debtors was passed....The Tax Committee ceeding three years and a half, may get
The freight-houseand elevator of the Green Philadelphiafor Liverpool,on the 17th of Slav, Senate voted unauimou.dv for independence
reported adversely to the House Tax bill,and sub- a deed on payment of $200, and giving
Bay and Minnesota railroad, at Winona, Minn., the departure of the ex-President being at- It is stated that England has given notice to mitted a substituteamending only those portions of
Turkey that she will oppose everythingwhich tho present law absolutelynecessary for tbr present. evidence of settlement and improvement.
tended
with
elaborate
demonstrations
of
rehave been destroyed by fire. Loss, $100,000.
spt on tho part of the people of Philadcl- might hamper the passage of merchant ships The substitute bill was passed .... The University The Timber law gives 160 acres to any
wardionse and lumberor men-of-war of nentral powers through the Appropriation bill was passed.
one planting one-fourthof it in trees and
'ard, at Oshkosh, Wis., have been burned.
Suez canal.... Tho London /Jail//
BuHouse.— A message was received from the Gov- cultivating it for eight years ; 40 to 80
Bcsinerhfailures: M. Steinbm-g, clothing,
The loss is estimatedat $00,000.
charest dispatch says: “ Every day makes it ernor re-transmittingthe Liquor Tax bill. The vole
acres may be taken on like conditions.
A terribly murderous affray occurred on the Walker street,New York, liabilities, $80,000 ; more obvious that the Russians are iu no hurry by which it had been passed was reconsidered.An
to cross the Danube. All the present indicaRothschild
A
Hyman,
dry
goods,
Broadway,
amendment offered,strikingout the clause inserted The fees are the same as for homesteadOsage river, near Tuscumbia, Mo., a few days
tions tend to the impression that no crossin
by the Senate, compelling ail liquor dealers to pay mg.
New
York,
liabilities.
$300,000;
Marfield,
ago. John B. Adcock and William Skaggs
further west than Hirsova are intended to
tax in advance, was carried.... Bills were passed for
banker, Circleville, Ohio, liabilities$80,000,
what Is known as Baker’s streetopening ; incorporattempted before early in June.”
assets $100,000 ; H. M. Bradley, a leading lumMARKETS.
ating the city of Howell; making an appropriThe cable furnishesfull accounts of the sec- ation for finishing aud furnishing Pontiac
berman at Bay City. Mich., liabilities not stated
NEW YORK.
the Lumbermen’s Exchange Bank, Ludington, ond assault of tho Russianson Batoum, and Insane Asylum; to facilitate the publication of
9 50
tho public and local acts of the Legislature; to abol- Beeves ........................
Mich., liabilities $7,000. assets $4,000....
their disastrousrepulse by the Turks. The ish the county of Manitou ; to detach certain por- Hook .................
shore and renewed the fight Stages was dis5 60
The Centennial authorities have just paid
Cotton ........................
10:1
emboweled, and his adversarymortdly wouudanother installment, amountingto $275,000,to latter, one account states,“were incitedto tions of territoryfrom the county of Mackinacaud Flour— Superfine Western ......
7 00 (i< 7 25
ed.. The St Louis Tiweg has been pur- the United Htates as a portion of the original battle by impressivereligious ceremonies. The to annex the same to the county of Chippewa;
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............ 1 82 (d 1 85
to prevent betting upon the result of auy political
t - $59 000 cash, by B. M. Chambers,
loan appropriationof $1,500,000 bv the Gov- gunners were given arrack and powder to drink,
Corn— Western Mixed ............
(4 67
a wealtiiy banker, who announces that he ernment to aid the Centennial Exhibitionat aiid met the Russian charges with tho ferocity nomination, appointment, or election ; to authorize Oats— Western Mixed ............. 65
42 (rt 68
Registers of Deeds to procure a seal of office ; to
bnn£ to0 Paper up to a first-classstand- Philadtlphialast year. This makes $1,275,000 of madmen. Pursuing their historic tactics, authorize cities, incorporated towns and townships Rye— Westeen ...................
87 (d 95
ES ..... A correspondent in Nicolletcountv. of this loan paid, leaving $225,000 yet nnpaid. the Cossacks swarmed to the charge a dozen to establishand maintain free public librariesaud Pork— New Mcsh ............
14 75 (a 15 00
Lard—
Steam
...................
Minn., reports : “Grasshoppers are a mystery.
9M(m 9*T
times, bent on hearing the Turks down by dint reading-rooms.
The Erie, New York Central, Pennsylvania, of numbers. Three times the outworks’ were
CHICAGO.
and^nrf1*0®8 ytoere toe eggs were thickest
Friday, May 18.— Senate.— A resolution was Beevks— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 40 (*> 5 60
and Baltimore and Ohio railways have entered scaled and the intrenchmonts fairly
a we*k afe'°- neither eggs nor
Choice Native ............ 5 10 CS1 5 35
adopted directing the publication of a history of
insects are to be found. In others, where into aii alliance,by the terms of which the won, when tho infuriated Turks, roused
Cows and Heifers .........3 26 u 4 60
Michiganbattle flags, at a cost of not over $4.50.
by religious appeals,rallied and drove their
Good Second-class Steers. 4
4 50
rernne>riTPeCtfd’
oonntIe#®millions swarm. Enterprisingfarmers are burning, ditchim? earnings from all freights shipped westward enemy Back. The Russians captured and turned The House concurrent resolution legalizing tax reMedium to Fair ..........4 75 04 6 00
turns of Berrien and Cass counties was adopted.
4 90 «. 5 20
the artilleryupon the Turks, aud they broke in Bills were passed providingfor the taxation of Hons— Live ........................
a panic and fled headlong from the defenses. banks and real estate in towns where situated ; Flour— Fancy White Winter ....... 10 50 <»11 00
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 7 25 (i^ 7 75
The Government steamer J. Don Cameron, Burned : The extensivewarehouse of Krios A At this moment a great mob of Turkish women amending the law directing the buildingof fish Wheat— No. 2 Spring ...............
1 68 (A 1 fio
and priests came to the rescue with the green ladders over dams ; providing for general street and
No. 3 Spring ..............1 40 <i< 1 42
en route from Pittsburgh to the Yellowstone, Co., at Columbus, Ohio, loss $25,000, insurance
Hag, shouting the Mussulman’s war cry. The alley openings in all cities and villages ; to provide Corn-No. 2 ....................... 4fJ CA 60
$7,000 ; at T&ylor Station, Franklin countv,
for the drainage and reclamation of swamp lands in
“truck a snag and sunk in the Missouri river
Medle-fftmffilling from the hands of tho slain
Oats— No. 2 ........................ 39 (A 40
tho counties of Allegan and Barry, and appropriatOhio,
railroad station, a large nidi,
a few flays ago. She was aud several dwellings, loss not stated; were seized by the new-comers, and the Russian ing Slate swamp lands to defray the expense thereof. Bye— No. 2 ......................... 72 (4 75
BAnLEY— No. 2 ..................... 65 («*, 75
Gove4nunentBtores mid army offi- at Indiantown, New Brunswick, a sash-factory, advance,shattered and repulsed, withdrew,
House.— Bills were passed: Further to pro
Butter— Choice Creamery ........
25
cers effects,most of which will be a total loss
and the onslaught ended in disastrousdefeat
large carriago-facteryand ten dwellings,
serve tho purity of elections and guard against Eqqh— Fresh ....................... 10 C4 10>f
Between
4,000
and
5,000
Russians
were
left
dead
$120,000.. . .At Cleveland,Ohio
Pork— Mess ........................
13 50 (<<13 75
loss $50,000; at Gloversville, N. Y„ twenty
and wounded in the rugged hills between Ba- abuses of the elective franchise,by providing for Lard ............................... 9 trt OV
a few nights ago, John Donovan quarreledwith
buildings
in the heart of the town, loss $100,the
Identification
of
the
ballots
of
nuqnaliflcd
his wife about one of their children and « no ktoum and the Russian hue, and the roadways
MILWAUKEE.
voters in certain cases, and to amend compiler’s
000, insurance $60,000; at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
-track her. She replied b,
hta
1 76 i# 1 77
and woods were strewn with arms, equipments, section59 of tho compiled laws of 1871, relatingto Wheat— No. 1 ......................
white-lead works of Davis, Chambers A Co.
No. 2 .....................1 68 («. 1 69
and every substantialtoken of victory. "... . holdinggeneraland special elections; to amend
head with . poker, for the tb&TtUtoehU
loss $100,000, fully insured ....Failed : John
A strong Turkish naval squadron is threaten- sections 31 and 94 of an act entitled Corn— No. 2 .................... 4H (<$ 49
A. Rafter A Co., Montreal, Canada, dry goods,
Oath— No. 2 ........
39 (A 40
ing the Russian ports in the Crimea....The “An act for the reorganization of the military Hyk ................................82 (4 83
liabilities$116,000, assets $77,000 ; Henry w!
Russian column engaged in successful opera- forcesof the State of Michigan,"approvedJan. 18, Barley— No. 2 ...............
80
82
Beldsmeier,8t. Louis, Mo., lumber dealer, liations against Ardahan has been sent to rein- 1862; to provide for the reduction of the capital
ST. LOUIS.
bilities large, assets small ; Gcrstel A Winter,
stock of corporations ; to provide for tho organizaBefore assistance could reach them all three
Wheat— No. 2 Bed Fall ........... 1 95 0 1 98
force tho army operatingagainst Kars. . .Kostion, regulation and management of the asylums
Bloomington, Ilk, tobacco and liquors, liabiliwere drowned.
suth is out in a letter urging an alliance be- for the insane, and effectuallyto provide for the Cohn— Western Mixed ...............48 (d 49
ties $20,000, assets $8,000.
42
tween Austria and Hungary against “the cure, maintenance and recovery of the insane * to Oats— No. 2 ........................
C. H. Blackburn,the Cincinnatilawyer who
76
common enemy," Russia.
amend section 9 of chapter 55 of tho compiled laws Rt* ............................... 75
THE
TURCO-RU88IAN
WAR.
Pork— Mess .......................
14 25 @14 50
disappeared so suddenly, turned no in Indianof 1871 relative to gaming ; to amend an act to auLard ............................... 9
9#
GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
In Asia Minor the snow is still deep on the
thorize the formationof corporations for literary
apolis the other day. He has been taken back
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to Cincinnatito answer to a charge of em- ground, retarding militaiy operations. .The
bezzlement.. . .Mrs. John Wilkes, of Tolleston. insurrection in the Caucasus is rapidly gaining
waf.)Btruick by lightning and instantly ground. It jB again reported that Austria
killed, rhUe sitting at the front door of her
will certainly occupy Servia. ...A dispatch from
house, fehe had two children in her lap, both Bucharest, in Roumania, after recording the
of whom, strangeto relate, were unharmed.
visit of Grand Duke Nicholas to that city, says :
Farmers from a large number of places in .! The carapaigu will now proceed according to
Illinoisand adjoiningStates, says the Chicago tue original programme, the Roumanian army
remaining on the defensive within its own torJournal, report that winter and spring wheat
ritoiy ; the Russians crossing tho Danube at
and grass never looked better, and everything eight points simultaneously,
and pressing fortoward the Balkans with all possible
rapidity, leaving behind in Bulgaria the civil
offinnlH charged with the reorgamzatiou of the

and scientific purposes, approved April 21, 1865

in Egypt.,..A Ministerial crisis is reported in
Franco. In consequence of a differencewith
PresidentMacMahon, Jules Bimon, Minister of
the Interior, tendered his resignation, which

was accepted. A majority of the Cabinet took
sides with M..8imon and followed him into retirement. There was considerableexcitement
at tho French capital in consequence of the
rupture.,.. The Pope is again reportedto bo
failing,-and his early death is anticipated.

The immediate cause of the Cabinet rupture
was the non-participationby M.
10 *
8imon
in
a
debate
in the Chamber of Deputies
against the Herzegovinianinsurgents.
.Persia
the south.
has declaredher intention not to join Russia. on the repeal of the Press law. President
J. H. Reyes, a Collector of Internal Revenue
....The Russian army corps at Odessa has MacMahon had expected that M. Bimon would
in the Fifth District of Virginia.te.^ph8 to boon orierad to ITcn
“ pVZt to present the reasons which, in tho opinion of

J.
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Turkish troops will be sent in France
.

to

A cable dispatchsaya the American officers amend section 2,094 of the compiled laws of 1871 Cattl* ............................
4 50 A 5 62M
,
*
in the service of tho Khedive have refused to relatingto the tailing or destruction of quail.
Wheat ..........................
(A 1 90
Lansing, Saturday, May 19. -Both houses
bear arms against Russia. They will remain
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the Government, would have prevented the re-

•f the Legislaturehaving concluded their labors, Oats ............................
Rye ............................
adjourned at 12:30 o’clock this morning. In the Pork— Mess ...................
8cuate very littlebusiness of importance was trans- Lard ...........................
acted during the long night session,that body beTOLEDO.
ing aherd of the House in lie business.In tho Wheat— Extra ................
House the following bills were passed nt tho night
Amber .............
1 89
session: To authorize Bupervisprs of townships to Corn .......... ................
administer in certaineases ; to amend ecction 6,485 Oats— No. 2 ..................
of tho compiled laws of 1871, relattrrtoproceedings
DETROIT.
by garnishment;to amend section 7 of chapter 9 Flour— Medium
. ..
............ 9 00
w* No. 62 of the session laws of 1875, approved Wheat— White ..................
... 1 75
April 1, 1875, entitledan act granting and defining Corn— No. 2 ................
• ,
the powers and duties of lucornorated villages ; to Oats— Mixed .............
authorizethe formation of laud companies; to Rye ..........................
regulatetho height of bridges over railroadtracks. Pork— Mess .................
V IS so
....A number of bilk were killed.... Some of the
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
members during this session were terribly exer- Hoos— Yorkers ................ 5 00
cised by some parties outside of tho building
Philadelphian.............6 25
blowing horns. The Seroeant-at-Aams was Cattle— Best ......................o nn
directedto arrestany one found engaged in this triMedium ................
fling littlefun. It seemed that boys’ lungs are better Shbep .........................
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THE TURKS.

ness and unnatural sensuality

Turks. His ideas of

among the

justice were not

Their Advent Into Europe -When They very unlike those of some of his oo-reCame and How They Came— An Interest* ligionists,even at this day. A woman
ing HistoricalReview.

In the seventh century Mohammed
'•romulgatod Islamism, and it was rapidly adopted by the Arabs, who, in a
century, overran Africa and Western
Asia, to the very walls of Constantinople, and established the great empire of
the caliphs, with its capital at Bagdad.
In the very next century it had passed
its zenith, and in the ninth century the
caliphs bolstered themselves up with
Turkish mercenaries from the Turcoman tribes whose grazing-grounds were
northeastof the Caspian sea. A tribe
of Turks under a chief named Seldjuk,
whence they were known as Seldjukid
Turks, wrested Persia from the caliphs,
and in the eleventh oentuiy Togrul Bey,
grandson of Seldjuk, entered Bagdad
with 100,000 soldiers,assumed the title
of Sultan, and deprived the caliphs of
their temporal power, though continuing to recognize them as the successors
of Mohammed, and the pontiffs of
Islamism. Alp-Arslon,the son of Togrul Bey, pushed his conquests westward over the greater part of Asia
Minor, xouted the aimies of the Greek
empire, and establi hed his capital at
Iconium, the modem Koniah.
itury the Seldjuk
In the thir eenth cent
Sultan of Iconium granited a large territory in Asia Minor to a Turcoman
chieftain named Ertogrul and his tribe,
in payment for their military services.
This tribe had no religion except a simple form of paganism, but Otkmau, the
son of Ertogrul,fell in love with the

4

having accused a page of the Sultan of
stealing milk from her, Bajazet had the
page out open to see whether it was so
or not Even at this early period in the
career of the Ottoman empire the Judges
were so universally bribe-takersthat
when the Sultan ordered all the corrupt
Judges in Broussa to be burned, it was
suggested to him that he would have to
send for Christian monks to preside over
the courts, ns every bench would be vacated. Having taken 10,000 Christian
prisonersin one battle, he had all of
them but twenty-fourbeheaded in front
of his tent.

In 1463, having deprived the Greek
empire of everything but its capital,
and once reduced that to a state of vassalage, the Turks under Mohammed H.
captured that city and put an end to the
last exhausted successorof the Roman
empire. Then they overran the Balkan
peninsula and Hungary, and threatened
Poland and Austria. The empire of the
Ottomans touched its high-water mark,
and remained one of the most powerful
nations iu Europe, till, in 1683, Mohammed IV. was driven back from Vienna
by John Sobieski, of Poland. It was the
fourth repulse of the Turks in a dozen
years. Then had the crescent attained
to the full moon and entered its third
quarter. Then had the star passed its
right ascension,and for two centuries
those have been meaningless symbols ou
the Turkish flag. The Turks ns a nation have never grown in any such sense
as national growth is understood in Eudaughter of an Arab (Mohammedan) rope and America. They have not mulSheik, and to propitiate his desired tiplied till more room was needed.
father-in-law embraced Islamism.
Their commerce has never demanded
Otkmau, or Osman, was the progen- the protection of army and navy. No
itor of the twenty-eight Sultans who family of colonies has grown up around
have reigned in Constantinople, and the parent stem. All that the Turks
their six predecessors who reigned at ever obtained of ten-itory or power was
Kara Hissiir,Broussa, and Adrianople. obtained solely by the sword, and conFrom his name his tribe became known quest has been their sole motive in wieldOsmanlis, or* Osmanli Turks, and ing the sword. If those who draw the
their country as the Ottoman empire.
sword are to perish by it, then in war
Subsequently, Othman received the must the Osmanli look for the end of his
title of Emir from his sovereignat Icon- dominion.
inm. At his death this Sultan left no
An Affecting Incident.
successor,and Emir Othman embraced
An exchange relates the following
the opportunity to declare his independence of the Seldjuk Turks. Thejtitle of touching story of the sea : On the
Sultan was not immediately assumed, home-trip of one of our New York and
but os the power of the Seidjuk Turks Liverpool packets, she being crowded
had passed away, and the power of the with emigrants,that awful scourge,the
Osmanli Turks rapidly grew, Othman’s ship fever, broke out. The carpenterof
successorssoon came to be known as Sul- the vessel, who was one of nature’s
tans. Having succeeded to the temporal nobleman, and had on board his little
power of the Seldjukids,they eventually son, a lad of 12 summers, was one of the
succeeded to the religious authority of first victims. His shipmates sadly inthe caliphs, and are now recognized by closed the body in his hammock, and,
Mohammedans everywhereas the suc- having read over the burial service, and
attached to his feet a grindstone for the
cessors of the Prophet
Kara Hissar, or the Black Castle, was purpose of sinking it, committed it to
the capital given by the Seldjuk Sultan the embrace of old ocean. The poor
to Othman. From this point Othman, boy, filled with grief at the loss of his
and after him his son Orkhan, rapidly natural protector, sprung overboard,
pushed their conquests westward, con- and before he could lie rescued he was
stantly wresting territory from the de- beyond the reach of all human aid.
On the day following the burial, a
caying Greek empire of Constantinople.
Westward their star of empire took its large shark was noticed iu the wake of
way, and they changed their capital to the ship, and, as it was almost calm, the

Bmssa and then to Nice, celebratedfor sailors asked permissionto catch it,
its council and its creed. They conquered which was readily granted by the Capseveral islands of the Archipelago,and, tain. Having procured a hook and atcrossing the Dardenelles,they overran tached a chain and line, and baited it
with pork, they cast it overboard,and
Thrace and Macedonia.
The

of Pasha, now so frequently
mentioned, was first conferred by Orkhan. The word is a compound of two
Persian words, meaning “the foot of the
King.”
title

Orkhan was succeeded by Amurath, or
Mourad L, who conquered Adrianople
and Philippopolis,and waged victorious
war against the Bulgariansand Servians.
Mourad easily captured Nissa, the modern Nish, headquarters of the Turkish
army in the late Servian war, from the
Bulgarians imd Servians, and his General
defeated the combined Bulgarians,Servians, Hungarians, and Wallachians in the
Balknn mountains.It was Amurath who
chose red as the color of his flag. The
Prophet had prescribedyellow, the color
of the sun, as the color of the Arabs.
The Fatimites selected green, the color
of the earth, or the color of the garments
of the son of Abdallah, and green is still
a sacred color even with the Turks. The
Ommiods selected white, the color of
day. The Abassides chose a dark color,
suggestive of night. Amurath adopted
red, the color of fire, and blood, the
symbol of his conqueringmission. He
inflictedan overwhelming defeat on the
Servians atOassova,but was immediately
after assassinated, and Bajazet succeeded
him.

soon had the exciting pleasure of hooking the monster, and, with the aid of the
windlass,they hauled the writhing mass
on boari As it lay on the deck in its
death struggles, the sailors heard a singular rumbling noise, which seemed to
proceed from the dying captive. Taking
a ship-ax they soon out their way into
the now-dead fish, and, to their great
surprise, found that it had swallowed the
carpenter, grindstone and boy, and the
former, who had only swooned, had
rigged up the grindstone,and, with the
assistanceof the boy to turn it, “ was
grinding his jack-knifeto cut his way
out.”
Silver In Illinois.

The

Illinois Legislaturehas passed a

making the silver coin of the United
States a legal tender to any amount in
the payment of debts in the State of
Illinois.The bill takes effect on the 1st
of July next.
The effect of the passage of this act
remains to be seen. The silver coinage
of the United States is a dime, quarter,
half-dollar,and trade doUar. The trade
bill

,

bashi-bazouk butchers.
HorribleMauncre of

Christ

lam

could

afford;

but. instead of framing

ALL SORTS.

,

laws to facilitate the co-operation of perin a Bulsons holding farms of moderate area, the

The Masons of Belfast, Me., have subgarian Town-Mon, Women and Children
persons who got up the Desert Land act scribed $25,000 for a new temple.
Put to the Sword.
seem to ,have offered particular
encour—
A remarkable phenomenon is report[Cablo Telegramto the New York Herald.1
from Naples, Italy. It is that for
Horror upon horrors ! The Turks nave agement for the extension of the monop-

.

.

.

.

^

recommenced their barbaritiesin Bul- oly system, and the remaining public three whole days in one week there were
garia. All Christian Europe should pro- lands in the State lire passing rapidly in- no births out of a population of 500,000
claim a crusade. With seeming frenzy to the hands of capitalists, who secure souls.
the wild Bashi-Bazoukshave been let title at little more than the cost of imA New York butcher bought his cattle
loose upon the frontier towns along the provements necessary for irrigation. The on thirty days, sent them to England,
Danube, and the results are scenes of people of the State are a good deal exer- sold them, and the cable told him that he
rapine and spoliation which rival the cised about this new calamity — for the had cleared $16,000 before the thirty
darkest days of the middle ages. The exclusion of on independentclass of days had expired.
small farmers is nothing less than a calittle Bulgarian town of Turtokai, situA Georgia negro stole $6,000 in United
lamity; but it will probably be found
ated across the Danube from Olteuitza,
States bonds to get something handimpracticable
to arrest it in time to leave
and twenty-eight miles west-southwest
any portion of the lands free from the some to paper the lid of his chest. His

many

of Silistria, possessed

Christian in-

habitants.Although in numbers for grasp

tastes were too expensive to allow of his
running at large.

of the monopolists.

fewer than the Turks, tliey were in every

Didn’t Find Richmond.
way an industrious and valuable part
of the population.On the night of the
A dozen or more idlers around the
16th (Wednesday lost), the Turkish citi- Central Market were yesterday taking a
zens of the town joined with the troops deep interest in a war-map published in
in the fortress from which the village a New York daily paper, when Brother
Gardner, the old colored man, pushed
his way into the throng and closely
studied the map for a minute or two.
&
doors of those who attempted to defend
“Whar ’bouts on dis map is ole Virtheir homes were broken in, and the giunv ?” he suddenly called out
massacres and outrages itere perpetrated
“ft isn’t on there at all,” answered
within the dwellings. In many instances, one of the crowd.
however, the attacking parties encoun“Whar’ bouts on dis map is Richtered the families seated together in front mond ?” continued Gardner, running his
of their houses. 'The method in finger over the paper in a wild way.
such cases generally was to either
“How do you expect to find Richsaber or shoot the father aud mond on this map of Europe V” asked a

\

ered from one of the
Spotted Tail Agency.

Cheyennes at the

The silk industry in France is suffering badly, and 50,000 persons connected
therewith are calling upon the French
Government for relief. Two-tkirdsof
the mills of

Lyons are

idle.

“ My God !” said Mr. George Francis
Train, in his last lecture. “Let any
Now York paper dare to say to-morrow
morning that I am a lunatic, and I’ll go
np to that office and make it hot for

them.”

bystander.

They

One

from the engagement.Although

I

ex-

came

years of

widowhood and

all the sor-

ceedingly nattled, her love for him had rows and trials the word implies. A
not diminished,yet she encouraged the consolingand consolablo widower, howattentionsof a rival suitor, a worthy ever, happening along, she was again
young man of Berkeley, who pushed Ins married. Another decade of happy
suit and encaged the young lady to wedded life, and she was again left a
binij tne
the wedding being arranged widow. It was then she returned to the
marry liim,
to take place last Thursday. That morn- paternalroof; and, after a few years, her
ing, just as the expectantbride began to father followed the two husbands. Now
Within
robe herself for the altar, her former
ocksmith,
lover was brought into the house in a
dying condition. The moment she having nearly reached the age of threeheard of it she rushed to the bedside of score and ten, while on a visit to Eastern
the dying man, and, with eyes stream- friends, learned the situation, renewed
ing with tears and voice tremulous with his suit and was accepted. Aud now
emotion, brushed aside physicians there is only perfect harmony in the “Anand attendants, and, clasping her arms vil Chorus” in which they both join.—
about the neck of her former sweetheart, Springfield (Mass.) Republican.
pressed his pole lips to her own and
kissed him repeatedly, all the while Secretary Sherman and Spede Resump-

bars of his cell

The

man with

™

window. They became

engaged, and their wedding was held in
jail, where the happy couple are now
spending their honeymoon.

Extract from

a letter from Atchison,

Kan.: “The ground is tremendously
the big rain of lost week did
ground ; the grasshoppers
stood on their Hind legs and drank the
water as fast as it fell ! Bo I am informed, but this may not be true.”
dry

here

;

not reach the

The estate in England to which the
Lawrence-Townleyheirs are laying claim
is said to be worth $500,000,000. The
“true neir” is Mr. William T. Lawrence, of Toronto. His case has been
pronounced good by eminent chancery
lawyers on both sides of the water.

tion.

him by

his first name in tones
the most tender and pathetic. A faint
smile of recognition beamed over the
pale face of the wounded man, and the
lovers parted forever, she to finish her
dressing for the altar and he to suffer for
a few hours before passing over the
river of death. At this time the jliysicians had not completed their examination so ns to ascertainthe extent and
fatal character of Murray’s injuries ; but
soon afterward, os Dr. Foulkes was
leaving the house, he saw the gay bridal
party in the parlor and remarked,
Ladies, enjoy yourselves and be gay
asi befits % bridal party, but yon are
going to haveva Vedding and funeral
from the house almost at the same time.”
'—San Francisco Chronicle.

calling

action taken by SecretarySherrespect to the purchase of
gold with 4} per cent, bonds, for the
purpose of facilitating specie payment,
dollar is not a legal tender, nnder existleaves no doubt as to the policy which
ing laws, for any amonnt, while the other
he intends to pursue. The purchase of
coins are legal tenders in sums of $5.
85,000,000of gold, it can be stated upon
This law will give the whole silver cointhe most excellentauthority,was the
age of the United States a market in Illifirst step toward the accumulation of a
Lest there should be a contest for the nois which it has not in any other State.
fund of $100,600,000 in gold, or legal
crown, the brother of Bajazet was sup- Under the ordinary rules of trade, silver,
tenders, or both, as a condition preceplied with a cup of poison, as Abdul having a greater money value in that
dent to the resumptionof specie payAziz was supplied with a pair of scissors, State than elsewhere^ ought to flow there.
ment Jan. 1, 1879. Secretary Sherman
and like the latter he took the hint. The In California* silver is so abundant that
considers that this plan is not only auTurkish imperialsuocessionbeing from silver coin is sold at a discount, and Illithorized, but is directed by the Resumpbrother to brother instead of from father nois now opens a new market’ tor that
tion act, of which he himself is the auto son, the reigning Sultan has usually surplus silver,making it a legal tender
thor. At that time there will be at least
secured peace for himself and the suc- equal to greenbacks and to gola. The
$300,000,000of legal tenders outstandcession of his own offspring by assassi- Californians are troubled with a plethora
ing, and Secretary Sherman does not
nating all of his brothers. Mohammed HI. of money. The banking capital of San
think that it would be practicable to comLandJ^onopoljin CaDforffia.
had to remove nineteen brothers before Francisco is three times as great as that
mence the resumption of that sum with
Th e men who negotiated the treaty un- less than $100,000,000. There is no
he could feel sure of the scepter for him- of Chicago, and yet its business transacself and his son. Latterly there has been tions, as shown by the Clearing-House der which Californiapassed under the doubt that his policy will be a policy of
more humanity, or else Abdul Mediid reports, do not equal one-halfof those American flag permitted about all the accumulatingthis amonnt of gold sr
woffld not have been succeeded by Abdul of Chicago. The fact is that the capital naturally good land in the State to re- legal tenders, or both, between now and
Aziz, his brother, nor would the there, being in metal, far exceeds the de- main in the hands of parties who had that date. — Washington Cor. Chicago
latter have been succeededby Abdul mand, though all kinds of property are procured gmhta of immense tracts from Tribune.
Med id’s son instead of his own, for whose inflated. The action of the Illinois Leg- the Mexican and Spanish Govenmienta.
A Mute Detective.
benefit he sought by every peaceful islaturetherefore opens to this super- The consequence is that California is alIn the detection of criminals, the mimeans fp change the law of succession. abundant store of metal, especially of most as completely monopolized by a
Taking advantage of dissensionsand silver, an opportunity such as is pffered few rich proprietorsas England. The croscope his proved to be an invaluable
evil consequences of this blunder have ally. Some interesting facta, in this conseditions in the imperial family at Con- nowhere else, — Chicago Tribune.
become apparent within the past few nection, were brought out in a murder
stantinople, Bajazet entered that capital
Dress for thebtek-Roomr
in years, tlie paralysis of all ordinary in- cose in England: A littlegirl was found
and dictated the most humiliating terms
Careful experiijten^ indicate that dork- dustry and the cessation of middle-class dead with hCr throat cut. Her mother
of peace to the Emperor. The latter
became the Saltan’s vassal, and agreed colored substances absorb and emit immigration.In fact, the poorest of the was suspected of having committed the
to pay a tribute of 40,000 Venetian odors to a greater extent than those Southern States offer better inducements crime! on account of her actions.
Gbuens of
UI the
UlU uguumipiAai
agriqpltyralvinoa
class than,
wiiu* knife was found in her pockety the
ducate, and supply 12,000 soldiers an- which are light-colored.With a knowl- to settlers
hlndle of which were several hairs, and
nually. Subsequently Bajazet com- edge of this foot, nurses should invariably are
the blade were several
spots of blood.
-----futility? rtcSIt
pelled the Emperor to accord to Mussul- dress in light colors, A black cotton withrall
man residents of his capital certain dress is bad, a black wool one worse, a act of Congress, ostensiblydesigned to Her explanation was that on her way
peculiar privileges,not unlike those black silk worst of all As black is the facilitatethe reclamation of large sec- home she saw a rabbit in a trap and cut
his throat A microscopical examination
which in recent times the Sultans have most absorbent and most emissive of
of the hair showed that it had come
been compelled to accord to foreign odors and other effluvia, physicians
from a squirrel, and, as the little girl
Christians living in their- dominions, should discard dress of that color on acwore a squirrel-tippet, the evidence of
count
of
danger
to
themselves
and
Bajazet enjoys the unenviable fame of
guilt was considered conclusive.
expenditures than single
introducingthe Greek rices of drunken- patients.

—

ring belonging to Lieut. M.

Reilly, of the Seventh Cavalry,killed
in the Custer massacre, has been recov-

In spite of all the agitation in California, tht last steamer brought over
women, and then to seize and outrage
“ How do I 'spect? Why, sah, what
nearly 1,000 Mongols. The entire shipthe younger women. In very many | bus de map of Europe to do without load had to be- quarantined on account
cases the outrages were perpetrated by ; Richmond ? Wasn’t tlior more tightin’
of an outbreak of small-pox during the
neighbors and citizens of the town well nroun’ Richmond den you could scare up
passage.
known to the poor, miserable victims. in all Europe in ten years ? Have dey
A Pennsylvania woman, who went to
Nobody was spared who was captured. gone an’ ignored dat fact? Have dey
Scenes of frightfulatrocity occurred. got out a map an’ left dat town out in de Kansas a few years ago. writes back that
The cries of the fleeing women and chil- cold ? Somebody find de town for me, she has done as well as could be expectdren were heard at the outposts of the an’ I’ll show you de exact spot where I ed under the ciroumfitanoes. She has
Roumanian troops encamped below 01- was hit iu de chin by a cannon ball, an’ had three husbands, two pair of twins
and the ague.
tenitza,and a small party of brave fellows, wounded all to pieces.”
under cover of the darkness,ventured
“Go away— this is a war-map of According to the researchesof on eminent German naturalist, our earth has
across the river in the hope of being Turkey and Russia.”
at one time or other been inhabited by
able to receive some of the fugitives.
Widout any Richmond on it ?”
were partially successful,
155,000 kinds of animals, of which 20,000
No, sir— Richmond isn’t here.”
and brought two Bulgarian men
Den I’m gwine right away— gwino are now extinct, while the other 135,000
back with them.
of the to git right out'n dis crowd in a hurry are still with us.
fugitives was quite an old man, and After all us folks fought, an’ bled, au’
A curious rule prevails in Germany,
was for a long time unable to speak from died down dar, an’ left our bones to that if a person is injured on a railroad
grief and wild terror. When, on the bleach in de sun, it’s a perfeck insult, and subsequently dies from the injuries
morning of Thursday, he was composed sab, to come aroun’ heah wid a new war- received, the occurrence is not deemed a
sufficientlyto talk with the Roumanians, map showin’ de Black sea as big as a railway accident unless death occurs
he described the killing of his wife and meetin’-house,an’ leavin’ Richmond clar within twenty-fourhours.
oldest son in his sight, and the carrying off de fair-groundsentirely ! Come away
The most married woman of Hie day
off of his daughters. He seemed to re- from dat fraud, you cull’d folks \"— Delives at Holyoke, Mass. Of seven to
buke himself for his escape. He de- troit Free Press.
whom she has successivelygiven her
clared that he was returning in haste to
hand, four sleep in the church-yard, two
A Story of Berkshire True Love.
his home, having heard of the outbreak
survive divorce suits, and the seventhin another part of the village, when he
A correspondent sends us this: Away well, he's officiating as husband at the
saw liis wife’s head struck from her back half a century ago there lived in present time.
shoulders, and heard his daughter’swild Lanesboroa rich old farmer. Then os
The Puget Sound Express says : “ In
shrieks as she was dragged away by a now rich old farmers were the possessors
the inside of a great lump of coal, taken
fierce mob of scrambling, frenzied of daughters and sons. And tne daughout of the Seattle mine a few days ago,
ters somehow would have beaux. In the
brutes.
same town lived an industriousblack- was an oyster of whole and perfect shape.
smith, who sought the hand of the only It was nearly three inches long, hinged,
A Funeral Wedding.
daughter
of the rich old farmer— who, filled and fully shelled. It nad been
An affecting deathbed scene occurred
turned to coal.”
in Oakland on Friday evening, in the by the way, held higher hopes and asMagyar is the language taught in
Siinnyside House, comer of * Harrison pirations for her, and plainly told the
8,400
Hungarian schools, German in
young
man
that
lie
“
did
not
think
an
and Thirteenthstreets. The young
2,184, Roumanian in 2,130, Slavock in
anvil
and
a
piano
would
sound
well
toman, George Edward Murray, who then
died from the effectsof an accident that gether. ” The blacksmith swallowed the 2,057, Russian in 520, Servian in 350,befel him last Thursday, has been en- rebuff, and, forestallingHorace Greeley’s Croatian in 71. In 2,882 schools ingaged to marry an interestingyoung advice by several years, “went West” struction is given in two languages, in
lady at the same hotel ; but just two Meanwhile the daughter' had an unob- 532 in three languages.
weeks before the fatal accident the lovers jectionable suitor whgm she was allowed
James Perry is in a Raleigh prison for
had a disagreement about some trifling to marry. Ten years or more she lived stabbing. Miss Mann, who lived across
matter, and Mr. Murray released her happily,when her husband died. Then the street,flirted with him through the
elder sons, to break the skulls of the old

j

% *

A seal
W.

of

The Graph ic offers $500 toward a fund
$100,000 to make Wm. M. Evarte in-

dependent of professional drudgery while
Secretary of State. It urges that he
cannot support his station on the salary
he receives, and, to live, must act as
lawyer as well'afl play the Secretary.

The London Spectator says that it is
curious that in the blue-glosstheory the
ingenuity of the inventors should have
hit on the exact contrary of the truth.
It claims that experiments in the Royal
Gardens at Kew demonstrate that the
blue rays in sunlight actually have a
retardinginfluence on plant growth.

The first regular telephonic line has
been put in operationbetween the place
of business of G. Williams, Jr., Boston,
Maas., and his residencein Somerville,
a distance of about three miles. Mr.
illiams states that it works well, and
t “ conversationcan be carried on by
it nearly as well as if those conversing
were in the same room.”
Birds killed on the Iowa prairies,
packed closely with paper in barrels, and
without any freezing or other artificial
process of preservation,now go regularly to ,Leadenliall, and are sold and
eaten in the dining rooms of London
and the West side by side with the much
more expensive partridges and lowls
which are reared in England.
willie’squestion.
ut and watched hia grandpa
When be came to Halt him, .
With hi* apectanle*a-gUttea
O’er ttaejea witl^age^ grown dim^
And the
Willie

A

--

And replacethem on hia note.
When hia grandpa’# Halt ended,
Willie Bought for acme advice.
Can

I

string ’em Just like grandpa,

Jnat like _

-Kbm

Can I take my two eyes off?’*
B. Rexford.

HOLLAND CITY JEWS.

“holy” by the Sheik ul-Islum,the Mo-

hammedan Pope, is a memento of

Probate Order.

Turk-

J

ey’s mediaval history which will not help

Saturday, May 26th, 1877.
A WORD TO THE XEXBEB3 OP THE

to corroboratesome modern believersin
her capacity for national improvement

thonrand eight

The czar will join hia armies on the

ceased malter °f lhe e8ta,° °f

Whereas, Dr. Aikin, of Grand Rapids, Danube in a few days, and Constantinople
telegramsreport that the sultan will also
for whom most of us have done consider*
proceed to the front without delay. The
able advertising, has failed, and made an
rulers of the belligerentnations will thus

should propositions for

last,

tiations he offered or

I would respectfullypropose that we refuse

of

iuto bankruptcy, with a view of ascertain-

how much he did

ing

made

assign before he

his last assignment.

legal ad-

Wednesday last, this would

vise taken on

seem

From

only way

to be the

a

the sovereigns of

entertained;but the

THE FBENOH
CABINET.

The ultimate

results of the

Dec.

Supervisorof Olive kindly furn-

It

may

lead to nothing except

some

sembly, and

it

may

The Chamber

tion.

Is divided between

Royalists and Republicans.

The army

There

are,

A New
Of

“

and ideas.
cricis is evi-

dently a conspiratorywork of the Mon-

Macwould

archists of various shades. Marshal
is

an

honest soldier, who

have stuck to the

original arrangement

Is

bushels barley

knee the third pair.

-

under which he was called to power. But

a pretty wife, who controls him
completely, and who Isa thoroughgoing
lie has

Monarchist.

The

the clericals, have accordinglyset to

They wanted
net

for

to

have

Of

the purpose of manipulating the

influentialoffices throughout France.
in the

ty, or the
•

certainly not suit either the

Assembly, or the clericalpar-

it is

He

He simply asked

that

-

CHAS.

1877, at the

a formal trial by Jury.

The

fact that

Inscriptions cut in

danger of the publicity o

bly has just passed In the

new

MWsf

the city mob.

We see thus that France is fjt this moment laboring under at least three very
fatal influences: the fear of the Germans,
the fear of the mob, and the intriguesof
clericalism. Whether or uot the Republi-

F. J.

A

H

0

—

^

—

~Q

Having opened a

.

dispatches bring no news of mo- m

The plans of the Russians are

V

IS-tw

ut
D „

K

still care-

'*'!

den

A Britain.Is this day dlsolved by
tA u de^,t dne the late firm

Ci0..™

°

v

“ dcn

^

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

prepared

_

I. P.

Has removed his butinass to

left to cover the

Street.

of

3
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GIVE US A TRIAL
t. P. TH1BOUT.

TUG FOR SALE.
I

ivwbMe10 MT1 the|8loa,m JJ”* “Gem”
. . « !lMANLJ lT HOWARD.

Aon

n

.

1877.

Holland, Feb. 17,

|

Holland.Mich.

THE

JBBBBIBBICity Hotel,
eK^bIK
'4. - m
7 “
—
.

...... CLARK &
a GOODRICH.
ododrick.

1877.

*•

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

; ” IBfllfljjtOIl Stfi|

l8facl,onW‘lll,latK,vea,‘•<,a,,•

13-iy

of

it

she was entirely cured.

MRS. HARRINGTON.

I

;

K.

SUSAN BAILEY.

VAN RAALTE.

recovering from a erlous illnesswish to make
a few remarks in behalf of Dr. Bq*isio, who has
been my faithful physician until I am entirely out
STATE OF MICHIGAN. County ol Ottawa, ss: of danger. I wai attended by two of the leading
At a session of the ProbateCourt of the County physiciansIn Fremont, who held a consultation,
of Ottawa, hniden at the Probate Office, in the
with the decision that I could not survive more
Uty of Grand Haven, in said County, on Tues- than one hour from the time of their meeting
day the twenty-fourth day of 'April.In the year Dr. Boslslo brought me entirelyout of danger in
one thousand eight hui dred and seventy-seven. side of 24 hours, and in three days was on my fee
Present:Sanuil L. Tatb, Judge of Probate. again -To the Dr. I am
Indeed very
grateful.*
-------jry gratrfnl.
In the matter of the estate of Frederick Van
MRS. MARY J. 8HOOTER.
den Beldt, deceased.
It Is with pleasnre that I make this statementli
On reading and flllng the petition, duly verified,
regard to a serious illness from which I have Jus
of Isaac Marsllje,Administrator of said estate, praying that he may be empowered and licensed to recovered,— Some six weeks ago I was to be con
fined, and engaged one of the first physicians0
sell certain real estate belongingto said estate,In
said petition described for the purposes therein Fremont to attend me; my case being an nncom
sat forth. Thereupon it Is ordered, that Monday mon difficultone, 1 got no encouragement fron
the Twenty-eighth day of May next, at one hira.-I then cslleda second one, who with nearl'
o clock in the afternoon,be assigned for the the same result, discouraged me to such an oxten
hearingof said petition and that the heirs at law that I was driven Into fits. At last I called Dr
or the i-jld deceased, aud all other persona In- Boslslo. who relieved me of the child and all pail
terested In said ssiaie, are requiredto appear and danger; to him I owe my slnceje thanks.
T.

Probate Order.

hearing "acc0M Ve wet,k', Prevloa8

!’w

„

ANGKLINE TROYLEY.

to

8»*d duy of

Muskegon,Sept. 8

j

-

,

Bftlld SlTfiBi KicL

.

First-Class Accommodations.

Webber, Lake Co., Mich., July 25, 1870.
I had been sufferingftora catarrh for four year*
I have been treated by four different nhvsfclani
during the time but derived no permanent benefit
After being under the care of Dr. Boslslo nve days
“nd having taken five bottlesof his peach brand
medicine,1 am feeling perfectlycured, .nd grate
lullv recommend him to all personssuffering will

catarrh.
MISS ALICE

0 A.

HANS HANSEN.
for four years. Have
the best doctor* In the State and could find no
relief. Procured the services of Dr. Boslslo, and
In three weeks felt perfectly well. My wife was
sick five years with lung disease and consumption;
the tried numerous physicians, but found no relief,
w as cutod in five weeks by Dr. Boslslo.

Had lung disease and dropsy

tried

Yours respectfully,

JOHN BALDWIN.

CLOETINGH.

1875.

ROWE.

Sick with consumption for fen veare. Cured In
two weeks by using 10 bottles of Dr. Bosl.Io’u
peach branch medicine,

Baldwin, Mich.. July 15th, 1878.
have been troubled with catarrh In Its worst
forms for about six years. I have tried diflerent
physicians and patent medlcinea,bnt derived no
benefit. After taking five bottle* of Dr. Boslslo’^
peacb branch mediciae, I am happy to say I am as
I

Meat Market.
N
Eighth St.
- 0——

well as ever.

MIKE O’BRIEN.

o. 78,

Had a runningsore for three years ; cured in nine
day* by using Dr. Boslslo** peach branch medicine.

This Meat Market Is In Slulter’sStore, two doors
East of L. T. Ranter*’ Book Store. We keep on
*

c®° ce *wortraeutot fresh meals, and also

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,

»rgjr

Come and Give us

*

L.

OLSON.

‘

Had sore eyes 18 years ; employed a great many
physician*,but received no benefit.Dr. Boslslo
cured me in one montht

JENNIE SNIDER.

that tine of

w,i,h“ “,,*ood ““'"j *•

Holland, Feb.

t

Holland, Mich. **)• 17.

^

Your true friend,

D R

snd every thing else belonging to

Uoig Hn IoA !;t k'm, Ming,
^TTXjZjHVs, eto..

I

tie!!?

538

Specialty.

Repairing Neatly Done

SHAFTING, ETC.,

;

1877.

Makes Custom Work

Vt&r*1

prices.

retreat.1

The endeaYor of Turkey to give a fanatical turn Pi the war which is now declared

22,

MISS ANNIE BAUTHER.

kee

Rus-

lion by all the TurkUli ganiaon except a

Mich., March

have been sick and sufferingwith a sore throat
for the past five years. I hsve tried numerous
physicians, but could find no relief until I employed
Dr. Boslslo, and after taking tour bottles of 'his
peach branch medicine,since three weeks under
his care, I feel as well as ever I did.

Propriiton.

been captured by four Russian regiments

r

THIBOUT,

MERCHANT TAILOR

In Armenia die fortress of Ardahan, Xutaffj, SUtiuuj ui FutiUi Sogiui,
if we may accept Russian reports, has
Settingup New Machinery,
Russian brigade of sappers from

Fremont Center.

This Is to certify that I have been suffer! nc from

Jewett 8t.. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Hnd catarrh five years and fever and agne three
monihs. Employednumerous physicians, but re
celved no benefit. Dr. Boslslocured my ague in
21 hours, and my catarrh In three weeks, with h
peach branch medicine.

Will be plcaiod to see all hi* old friend* and cn*.
tonjers that require anythingIn the clothing line,
we make, cut and trim to order anything In our
line according to the lateststyles,and for tbe low
e*t possible
,

\is!!
to repair all kind*

MRS. ELBA MARSHALL.

Of the neatest styles and best qualities which I
offer cheaperthan anybody elae.

BOOKBINDING!

70 Monroe
OLABX * OOODSICX,

improving rapidly

Yours Respectfully,

A. D. 1877. at two o'clock in the
A tree copy, (Atteat.)SAMUEL L. TATE,
light,title and intereet of the said minors In and
11
Judge of Probate.
to the following real esUte situated and being in
the Township of Holland.County ofOttaw-.and
SUte of Michigan, and further deacrlbedas follows : AU of the undividedthree-flfthspart of the
north half of the south-east quarter and the southwest quarterof the north-east quarter of section
The undersignedwishes to inform bis old friends
five, town five, north of range fifteen west; said
and resident* of Holland and vicinity that being at
premises to be sold together or in parcels; condi- present located at Mnskegon, be has made arrangetions and terms of sale to be made known at the ment* with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, at Holland, at whose
above time and place.
store,on River street, all job work for binding can
Dated: Holland,Mich.. Mar 4. A. D. 18T7.
be left . I have purchaseda new and completeline
_
HBILTJE DE JONG, Guardian. of tools and slock and will furnish first-class work.

the order to advance la given.

of this victory must be received with much caution, but the burden of
proof indicates that the town has really
tTl0M
fallen, though probably after an ©vacua-

State of

GRAND RAPIDS MICH

mean time they are carefullyperfecting
their rearward lines of communication,
and studying the plan of their campaign',
which U likely to open dramaticallywhen

sian details

OtUwa and

ia.aw

althe point or points of passage. In the

The

1st, 1877.

Guardian’s Sale.

concentrated

fourteen regimentsof Turks.

—

In the matter of the Estate of Wllhelmlna Pluzger, Cornelia Pluzgcr and Maalke Plugzer,
minors and heirs of the ostate of Aldert Plugzer,

the reports shows that they will not cross
is

and Tea

MRS. SOPHIA BARNIER.

“ ,ho “,-i

1877.

AND

Holland, Mich., May

JOHN VAN DUN BERG.
PETER BRAAM.

Holland, May 84,

fully concealed, but the general tenor of

the river until a great forco

—

MEALS AT ALL HOURS.

NOTICE Is heroby given that the co partnerli ship heretofore existing under tie firm name
J*,f

1,1,1

Yours Repectftilly,

—

of June,
afternoen. all the

Notice of Dissolution.

ment from the wat of war on the Danube.

Coffee

Herring,

nineteenthday

be seen.— ^un.

THE WAB.

every clay nCh ,ncd cluo’ Hnd

have been troubled with the ague for 11 months •
nave tried ever}- kind of medicinethat I could get
•mtcoidd not get anythingto help me. Hearing
of I)r. BosMo I sent to him for some medicine,
a nd after taking one bottle I am entirely cured.

* "e . 00 of '“Id Court, then to be holden at
Is hereby given that by virtue ef au- the Probate Office, in Grand Haven. In said
County,
and show cause, if any there be, why the
thority and license to me granted by the Probate
Court of the County of Ottawa. Bute of Michigan, prayer of the petitioner should not be granted:
at a session of said Court, holdcn In the City of And it is farther ordered, that said petitioner give
Grand Haven, ou Friday, the fourth day of notice to the persons interested In said estate,of
he pendency of said petition and the hearing
A . D. 1877. In the matter of the Eetate of
hereof by cans ng a copy of this order to be pubthe Heirt of Aldert Ptugqer, aforesaid, I shall sell
lished In tbe “Holland City News,’’ a newspaper
at pub'lc auction to the hipest bidder, at the Post
Office at New HollandStation, in the Township of Printedand circulated In aald Conrty of Ottawa.

can elements are strong enough to carry
the country through this trial, remains to

Bio Rapids, Sept. 26th, 1876.
This Is to certifythat I have been blind for the
nast seven years also been troubledwith dropsy.
1 have tried ten of the best physicians in the State
but they did me no good. Under the treatment of
Dr. Bos sio, at the expiration of one week I walked
two miles alone. I have used ten bottles of his

Hen!

‘

TEMPERANCE

Holland, in the County of

wiml

•twdlly in.

?f Dr-, P0"!**0: 1 w,ll that mv.
daughterhas been sick with fever and ague for six
months: hive tried a great many different mediclnes but with the same result.-Procured
some of
Dr. Boslslo’* medicine, and after takingly bottles

IN

NOTICE

THOMPSON.
'll

,B

VAN SCHELVEN

Holland, Mich., April 27. 1877.

deceased.

0.

’ho mejat "i?.'

G.

CBCHINNE ANTINE.

To the Bed Ribbon

dies, Cigars,

Peur pdwtijsfnmrts.

municipa

proving Can Walk on cnUchM *Dd

cuml 'v,,h 0'"!
CHAS. DICKERSON.

Boots and Shoes

Chas. Schmidt <C* Bro.,
77 CANAL STREET,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

14-ly

Itotiffjj.

Secr'y.

law. The objection to the publicityo
these sit lings is based upon sheer fear o

few troops

of

line

-

Lemonade, Ice Cream, Can-

By order of Committee,
O. A. DUTTON, Chairman.
Isaac Mabsilje,
i4-2w

in the Council

After a treatment of four
weeks bv Dr. Boslslo our six-year old daughter,
"5° lornearly two years has been lame and depriyod of the use of her limbs, has so far recovered

I

both the

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

residence of the bride's parents.

provision for securing which the Assem

a

date,

P. BEIiduUIS.

*0

I

agreed to maintain any press law

Simon acknowledged

BEEUWKES.

?.0.r"^V.er*d her health and strength that she
is enupiod to enjoy her out-doorwalks regularly
after having been treated hy Dr. Boslslo three
weeks. This improvement Is steadily going c*,
and wo have reason to hope for a further cure.

1 G. J. VAARWERK.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1875.

English & Dutch languages.

Notice to Fruitgrowers.

the sittings of the Municipal Councils, a

and

'

__

RESTAURANT,

Notice is hereby given that a meeting of
the fruitgrowers of Holland and vicinity
fear with which all men in office regard will be held at the towuhouse, in the Townthe possibilityof Germany being offended ship of Holland, on June 2nd, 1877, at
2 o’clock P. M. for the purpose of organat anything said in the French papers.
izing h fruitgrowers association.All inThe last, yet not least, characteristic terested in fruit growing are cordially inpoint of this crisis is that the same radical vited to attend.

The

after this

DEALER

kind is an eloquent proof of the

of Ministers the

fi-iy,

mREBl

SCHMIDT, AUG. P. SCHMIDT,

Hot

Jules

F.

Respectfully DORA HACKERSON.

a perfect specific curing the

fpceiat

now begging that no

1877.

I have been sufferingwith fever and ague for 13
months; have employed nnmerous physicians but
derived no benefit Was cured with 8 bottles of
Dr. Boslslo s peach branch medicine.

attack upon a ruler should be left without

Jules

From and

intend to devote to this

Next door to G Van Patten ’a Store, we would
Bosnian, of re«pectfu iy call the attention of the Public to
Holland, and Anna Brnsse, of Grand Rnplds. the facllltieu w; offer them In all kinds of refreshments and ratable*, inch as
By Rev; A. Krlckard, on Thursday, May 24th.

thoroughgoing radical in religious as well

this

1877.

J*

BOSMAN— BRU88E, BenjSrnln B.

tried by jury instead of being subjected to

ot

84,

CROCKERY!

„

Parrid.

press insults to the

summary jurisdiction' A Republican Minister, who has been always considered a

Simon

Holland, March

never pretended to

President or a foreign sovereign should be

as in press matters, is

•

offered very cheap at

ALL EIKD5 OF HEN'S

worst cases in the shortest time possible.

oppose the obnoxious press law of 1875.

28,

pleasure to Inform you, that my wife, who
has been confined to her sickbedfor 22 years, has

trade the necessary attention,

the Monarchists have forced We would say by all means give it a trial.
Marshal MacMahou’s hand at this mo- Three doses will relieve the worst case.
ment.
Trial bottlefru. Regular size $1.00. For
Another curious point about this crisis, sale by Wm. Van Putten and at J. O.
is the attitude of the liberal Jules Simon Doesburg, Holland, Mich.
it is that

8^, C0r G®‘cna’

It Is a

of

all

Monarchistsat large. Therefore Bronchitis

toward the press.

a fine lot

merchant tailor.

medicines calculatedto cure, affections of the throat, chest and lungs we
know of none we can begin to recommend
so highly as Dr. King’s new dicovery fur
Consjmption,Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Hoarseness, Tickling in the
Throat, loss of voice, Ac. It does •pontively r.ure, and that where everythingelse has
failed. No medicine can show one half
so many positive and permanent cures as
have already been wrought by this wonderful remedy. For the Asthma and

tives of republicanprinciplesinto all - the

Right

GOODS,

Ad Honest Medicine*

a Monarchist Cabi-

W. G.

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed,

000 shingles; it wa? 15 feet in diameter.

forthcomingelectionsfor the General
Councilsaud Municipal Councils. A Cabinct headed by a man like Jules Simon
would have managed to put representa-

This would

Fall Iktae ot (Soil Feao*

work

upon the President through his better half.

mh

After many efforts in the course of the last three
yeara. with aevenU physician*, for the care of weak
eyes, we callo In the services of Dr. Boslslo, who
cured my daughter’s eyes In two weeks.

All Kinds of Spectacles.

W. B0SMAN,

J.

A TREK was recently felled in Dutch
Bill Canjo. Cal., which will produce 400,-

Monarchists,aided by

519

N°'

Holland, Mich., April

MSS, and will keep on hand a complete stock of White Granite
A late cable dispatch, dated, The Hague, Hats & Caps in Great Variety. and C. C. Ware.
May 23, says: “The whole east coast of
A liberal deduction to
Atchin has submitted to the Dutch.
those who buy sets or in large
Give us a call and see our quantities.
Genehal Sheridan is the happy father
Goods.
of twins, both girls. General J. B Hood,
Rockingham and Yellow
J. W. B09MAN.
of New Orleans, is now dancing on his
Ware in large supplies.
Holland, May 26, 1870. 42-ly

characteristic of French politicalmanners

Mahon

MlwaukSS W^y®',

CLOTHING

BOYS’

..

the

J. F. Hoftnan, Hubbardson. 7. E. 9. Dunham
Grandvill j, Kent Co. 8. Arthur Veitch, May P o ’
Tuscola Co. ». Kerkwood Bros., Isphcming, L.
8.

Probate.

of

all kinds

And

consequently,three par-

first point is that

of

'

W.

Jeweliy & Fancy Goods.

Arrival

SUMMER

........ 481
Average per acre ................20^
Acres wheat in ground at present. 350

.

Druggists in Michigan:

L Hebtr Walah. Holland. 2. M. W. Beecher
New Baltimore. 3. A. R. Foster, Otaego. 4. ckas.’
Bo", » J.K.&S. Mcflnler.NlK

Holland, Mich., April 26, 1877.

Births— Year ending Dec. 81, 1877 ..... 39
ties in the field, and that is what makes it
Males ......................... op
liar l to forecast the issue of the struggle.
Females ...........
19
There are, however, two or three points Deaths— Whole number ............... 14
Males .......................
in this cricls which deserve special notice
Females ....................
4
«»n account of their being particularly

The

For Sale at the Following

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

I

“

“

is

divided between Imperialists and Republi

cans

Judge

“

“

be the beginning of a

coup d'UU, or possiblyanew revolu-

new

1878:

30,

“

change of big words in the Versailles As-

Inditk ** th® he,r* 11 ,,IW of th« «ld deceased,
and all other persons Intel eated In said estate are

the year ending

“

ex-

Watchmakers Jj Jewelers, sold to any one.

Inn

Mid “7‘rtrarin7,“TO“1'0WMl“Pre'rl°“ >o
A troe copy, (Atlest.)SAMUEL L. TATE.

acres wheat .......... 347
“ bushels wheat ........ 5,089
Average per acre ................18^
Whole No. acres coru ............ 895
bushels corn ..........11,520
Average per acre .................
29
Whole No. acres oats ............210
bushels oats ..........6,020
Average per acre ................311/
Whole No. acres barley .......... 21'

the French Cabinet are hard to predict.

from the branches of the peach tree, and will cure
the following diseases, x\z: Sore Eyes, Liver Complaint,Diseases of the Lungs, Dyspepsia,Dropsy,
Hick Headache, Hearburn, Catarrh, Fevers, etc.
This remedy can be procured from druggists, who
will otder If they have it not on hand; or by writ
ing to the Doctor it will be sent C. O. D. Price, $5
per dor., $3 per half do*. Not lesa than a half do/..

DEALERS IN

Whole No.

overthrow of

the petition,dnly verified,

Russia and Turkey on

Township of Olive, for
0]T

A new medicine dlacoveredby Dr. Alexander

be pnhllshsd In the “Hollahd Citt Naws,” a
newspaper printedand cbcnlated in said County

Tmc

-

o

Boslslo, July let, 1878. This remedy ts an extract

J y*
ordered' th,t Monday, the eightnext, at one o’clock In the afternoon, be assigned for the hearing of sairt Peti

ished us with a statisticalsynopsis of the

OVEBTHMW

flllng

--

de-

ven, IS said County, and show cause, If any there
the field where the fate of one of these
be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
powers is to be decided, will be increased sranted : And ft Is further ordered, that said petitioner give notice to the persons Iptercsted In said
bitterness,determination,and fanaticism estate, of the pendency of said petition and the
K?!i5&.lhkerS0V
by causing a copy of this order to
in both armies.

to get part pay for

our services.

On reading and

Loretla

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

m.

on"

renewal of nego- eenth dav of Jnne

more probable consequence of the presence

assignee,and push him

to settle’with the

ijlr

Column.

Dr. Bcsisio’s

administration thereof may be granted to him said
petitioner, as administrator,
with bill annexed.

assignment,to Chas. C. Howell, of Grand be witliin easy communicatingdistance,
Rapids, (54 Canal street,) on Tuesday

,n

seventy seven.
Present: 8a*u«l L. Taw, Judge of Probate.

and reform.

OEAPT.

V °J
hundred ana

man.

oslin & Brey

a Trial.

JOHN VAN DIN BERG.
24, 1877.

Big Rapids, Sept.

MRS.

NOTICE.
. NotlM U hereby ffiven to all persons Indehted to ihe lMe Arm of E. Krulelnye A
Sop, that the undereijtoedling been appointed the asaignee of the estate of said
firm, and that all indebtednessdue them,
must be paid to him without delnv.
, . MANLY n. HOWARD,
AmgrueofE Kruizbnoa & Son.
Holland, March 28, 1877.

28,

1876.

Thl* is to ccrtliy that I have been sick for the
past five year*, having tried twelve ol the beat doctor* In tbe State, bnt they could do nothingfpr me.
I commenced under tho treatment of Dr. Boelslo,
an Italian physician,last week, and In twelve
hours got up and left my bed. Respectftally,
H.

HAHN.

I have been troubled wltb sore eyes and dyspepsia for the past five year*. Have toed several
doctor* bnt have found no relief. I procured
Dr. Boslslo and after taking one bottle of bis
peach branch medicineI feel perfectly well.

^WILLIAM STOWE.

CONSULTATION FREE,

'

JVo. XU,

IHntk Street,

Residence of A. Westveer.
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Esq., has been

I). Post,

A
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dgots see the inside.

Tub

Allegan Democrat seems
its

boys.

How

The

Some

fruit-growers report a slight frost

and

markets show sisns of improvement.

Thk

Van Raalte, has relumed homo

-
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-

business.

We
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for
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and

And

will not injure the fruit

much
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mischief in 1848 and 1860.
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We

present bookecpei for Ferry, Dowling

;

..........

The

/
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A VanG.

City Hotel has changed hands, and L

m1

June 2nd,

Mrs. Baisk, of Grand Rapids, will speak /^30W conducted by Mrs. Myers & Sons. V
townhouse ot the Township of Hol- on the subject of tbe Temperance Work.j Mr^ Myers needs no recommendation
. land. See notice in another column.
at Hope Church, on Tuesday evening, I our bands, as she is well known among
I.

May 29th. The

Cappon is rebuildiifea house on

the corner of*Ninth and Pine

ladies of Holland are

cordially invited to be

streets,

all

present.

which
He

own

will*be offered for rent

also putting

is

premises.
—

Lookout

--

for

when finished.

-

up a

large burn

putting

in a

his

The

farmers nil agree that winter wheatl hack will run

weather from Sunday’s hot weather

tremendous stock of sum-

tion of

between the

change in the advertise-

the
a

I

hotel and

the

I

The temperance saloon was opened on

Crockery,

lager for the

I

them

would have taught some

a valuable

lesson.

and has

of

In

a base ball contest

between the clu

of the

Collegiate

it

Department of Hop

G.

Holland, Aug.

i.

The

JOBOFFICE.

ANNIS & BR0EK,

London, May

23

—The

Our

No. 86, Eighth Street.

)pp.

VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.

Job

facilities for

ing are imeqnaled

Print-

in this city,

DEALERS IN

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils, and we are at

WAR NEWS.

LATEST

fire at Holland, Michigan, May 24, 1877:

VAN PUTTEN.

1876.

2.

in the immediate future,

_

\

see.

ever before,

Thk parents who wish to give their chil- College and the PreparatoryDepartment, product. This is the first time a brewery
dren the advantage of a musical tuition the latter club came out ahead with a score has been put on a sound financid basis in
have the opportunityby appljingtoMr. of 60 to 30. This was rather unexpected,
LKil9City__
F. J. Thompson, who has slatted a piano and the contest will be renewed.
and organ class, and can be found ut the
>
residence of M. D. Howard, Esq.

callTnd

cr*

and hopes to make large exports of his

List of letters remaining in the Post Of-

ISTEWS’

relied upon.

clear of debt. He contemplates

to build largely

.

THE

a prompt deliveryfree of charge, can
i

-

summer than

J

J’RICESARE LOW.

the carpenters and

-

“*

roods arejirst-class

Kramer, president of the union, will be

-

Just Received at

Feed.
Etc., Etc.

marshal. Prof./§cott will he the orator
paintersare buisy fixing up the reading of the day. Rev. Coplin, Chaplain ; Rev.
room in Kenyon’s Block. The formal R. Pieters,orator in Dutch. An adjourned
opening of the reading room cannot yet meeting will be held on Tuesday evening

and

<fe

’•V'

president of the d

a practical illustrationof prohibitionfan- return in the evening.
aticism, and

( aps,

On Thursday evening the soldierslid
a meeting and appointed the neccssar

Af.

MATERIAL

. 7,

&

(Hats

ment of Mr. A. Cloeting. He requests
next to finish up preparationsfor the solthat orders for him be left at the store of be announced.
emn ceremonies of the following day.
D. R. Meengs, in the place of W. Vorst,
Posters from Grand Rapids announce
who sold out.
that to morrow, Sunday forenoon, about
Among other improvements we can
—
It is a pity that the 500 dollar clause iu 11a. m. an excursion will pass through mention the sound financial condition of
our city license could not have been car- here from Grand Rapids to Fruitport, our brewery. Mr. Sutton has steadily inried through. That would have given us have a boat-ride on Lake Michigan, and creased its Rapacity, has a larger stock of

-

,

efficient

Flour

to

grain. ___

Thursday last,

like to cull the attention of

to the

the

*

Monday’s and Tuesday’s cool weather, is
number. He regarded as very beneficialfor the produc- committees to prepare for Decoration Day.

fort. Go and see him.

We would

as

--------

wm^UnV^

PnnHa

NEW

Fatten.
o

me
?wne butlnoM
‘0|.^c0rtf,s^throa*hcol"mnB of lh«

co!?at

looks beautiful and the change of the ^depots,

mer goods that will beat any previous ef-

our readers

community

fire. In connection with this hotel

the new advertisementof

E. J. HarriLgtonin our next
is

on

traveling

hostess of the old City Hotel before

I

GRAND RAPIDS.

NEWEIRM!

&

of Grand Rapids, Mich.

at the

Mr.

GOODS,

RRICES VERY LOW.

11

;

C. L. Streng, formerlyof this city, and at

permission
in a few days.
......

STRAW

hear from reliable sources that Mr.

kind, for the present, but hope to obtain
fail

best assorted Stock of

HATS, CAPS and

“17-year locusts” have appeared in

Ilarting,

---

meeting called

L.A.RC3-EST

a rail-

Rumors are afloat that we are to have
Co., at Montague,Mich., is going to enstill another manufactoryiu this town.
gage in matrimony again, with a Miss
We are forbidden, however, to say what

to his

hope our fruitgrowers will not

to attend the

spots,

much.

session of our Legislature has

dosed, and odr representative, Hon. D. B.

,

section man on

Rensselaer county, N. Y., where they did

Navigationis dull, and Ireights scarce. early on Tuesday morning. Aftpr inquiry so
Capt. Schaodelee reports that the Chicago it seems that it has touched only in streaks

'

Next door to Sears’ Bakery. Has the

Don’t fail to read Mr. Bosnian's new
advertisement. He exhibits a magnificent Sncdnker'g; sex, female; weight, eight
stock for summer wear, especially for pounds.-'-A&pfinJournal.

is this?

y

as a

STREET.

NO. 22

Time, Saturday morning; place, J.*W.

to l>e re-

former size.

much

road. _

four-

teen cows in his charge on Tuesday night.

duced to about hulf

unknown.

STAR HAT
STORE,
MONROE

Russian colonel gets $400 a year,

about as

diers will “fall in.”

Our pound-muster,H. Boone, had

promise well.

pair of line kid gloves were iell at the

A

Don’t forget that next Wednesday,
May 80th, is Decoration Day. The sol-

detailed war ne^s and terribleacci

it coniiuucs to

City Clerk's office— owner

pointed custom officer at this port.

steady at 107.
•—
^

is

Fur

outlier i> quite c<iiil.-

'>v

all

times prepar-

and Fancy Articles.

Daily Telegraph's

hot sultry weather of last Sunday!

ed to execute

Prcpcrtptlonf carefully prepared at all hours of

Johan Anderson 2: Mrs. H. Childs, care
Paris dispatch says: A portion ot the Ar- the day and night. Onr atock la all flrat-claaa, and
we offer It to the public cheap for caah.
culminated in a thunder storm late in tha Kale Collins; Mrs. Didama Browning;
dahan garrison took the road to ArdamWe Invite onr frtendaand the public generally to
afternoon. The building owned by Prof.l Jol‘n Beosingcr
utsch, having cut its way through the Rus- give ue a share of their patronage.
Wm. V BRBRKK, P. M.
Scott, and occupied by Mr. A. De Weerd.I
T. E. ANN 18, M. D.
sian column which endeavored to Intercept
situated on Ninth street, a little West of
We have been informed by ex- Alderman it.

d

River street, was struck by lightning. R. Ranters, that he has been authorized Advices from Asia Minor report that the
The lightning struck down the chimney, and ordered by Col. 8. W. Mansfield, U. Mohammedan insurrection iu theCuucases
knocked the stove-pipes through the house, S. A., to repair 100

feet of pier at the har-

damage.

The Hon. Geo. C.

Stewart,

mayor

/
of

This will enable the authorities and

all

the

Grand Haven, made an elo- parties interested to judge of its merits
appeal for teetotalism, on Friday
and sufficiency as a preventative for the

Kenyon’s Hull, before a constant washing in of sand inside the
good audience. Mr. Stewart spoke here
channel. Mr. Ranters will commence h«s
for the first time, made a favorable imoperations on
Q
pression, and evidently feels at home in
A strawberry and ice cream festival
Hohand. He is without a doubt, one ot
the handsomest figures on the stage in will be held at Kenyon’s Hall on Saturday
Western Michigan, and has a pleasing evening, May 26th, for the benefitof Grace
Church. Dr. Gee’s band will give a bal
voice.
cony serenadeat 7.80 p. m. nndjurnish mu^
We hear some talk derogatory of the sic during the entertainment^In nri^allcry
virtue of the patent Butter Tub, on acof amusing articleswill be An exhibition.
count of the use of the rubber to make the
A small fee of 10 centa^vill’he charged for

evening

last, at

Monday.

The

insurgents are

mended as

We

NO.

them

to retreat.

London, May
to the

28.—

A Vienna dispatch
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RIVER STREET,

Holland, - - - Michigan

JOB FEINTING

Times says: The Shiek-uUslam, in

The above firm make a specialtyof custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
and the almost simultaneous announce- enough to compete with sny house in the city.
They keep constantly or hand a choice varietyol
ment from Constantinople that the de- Ladies and Children efcocsand gaiters.

proclaiming a holy war against Russia,

Danube has
would seem to show

par'ure of the Sultan fur the
jbeen decided upon,

hat the advice of those

who

all

along

Promptly and Neatly

Repairing neatly done and at
Short Notice.
W. & H. BLFKRDINK,

84-ly

IN

THE

ooked upon the present struggle as one of
existence for the Ottoman empire, has
gained ascendency in the councils of the
portc.

BOOTS & SHOES

£

think the fault-find-

wc them on to a higher plane of efficiency.
steadily The fact that Mr. Kanters sold all his

practical machinists,and

have no doubt bat what with our

A

telegram from Erzeroum says tbe

Russian left

wing has advanced from

increasing manufactories,they will find cream, would warrant ns to say that it was Ipeck to within two hours’ march of Kara
abundant work. They have been fortunate « financial success,as it certainlywas Kilisa, while an Ottoman detachment
to secure the finishing shop and steam- in numbers and entbusiastic interest.
holds a position at Topek-Kaleh.

power

ALL KINDS OF

Russians near the frontier,and compelled

There is a firm belief here among welladmission to the hall,\uere the refresh- informed persons that a tacit if not clearing eroneous, to say the least. The rubber
ments will be served by tie ladies at prices ly defined understanding exists between
used is vulcanized rubber, together with
to suit the times. The eAertainment will
Russia, Germany, and Italy, and that the
cloth packing, which is describedin the
close early, as a party Is Vipected from
court party in Austria is in accord with
Chiaigo Commercial, in an article relative
Saugatuck who wish tofetura by the even- the other eastern potentates.The Hunto refrigeratorcars, as being the best, and
ing boat.
garian element is of course hostile,but
perfectly taintless and harmless iu use for
The opening of L. T. Kanters’ ice cream utterly powerless to oppose such a coaliall delicacies, including butter, and we
tion. Many incidents may be construed
confidentlybelieve that the commercial parlors on Saturday night last, was a deinto confirmationof the above belief, the
cided
success.
The
new
balcony
was
ininterestof the city of Chicago is sufficientmost important perhaps being the peitiated
with
sweet
strains
of
music
proly wide awake to trust to their judgment
remptory closing of the Danube to naviduced by Prof. Gee’s Bund. The Zeeland gation by the Russiansafter the Turks hud
in a similar case as the present.
Brass Band made its appearance just about promised to allow uninterruptedneutral
Once more there is somebody that has at the time of commencing, and although commerce, and the recently developed
the courage to start up a machine shop. not a public part of the program, was an movement of the Russian troops westward
the positions beyond which the antiWe are happy to chronicle the event. agreeablesurprise, and we don’t hesitate of
Russian element of Europe had virtually
Messrs Clark & Goodrick came from the to say that they are improving nicely, and decided they should not go without remonEastern States, and are highly recom- deserve sufficient encouragement to push strance.

cover air tight.

ELFERDINK’S

brush and stone, upon the idea suggested constantly harassing the Russian outposts.
by him, as executed in the Netherlands. A large force of Circassians attacked tbe

the city of
quent

H.

has proved a serious check to the advance

frightened the inmates,and left without bor, and re-fill it below the water line with of the Russian army.

doing any further

W. &

Doming, and will be preThe first picnic of tbe season was inpared to start up at once, with one or two
dulged
in by the Shakesperian Clulr on
large jobs on their hands. We wish them
Saturday
last, this was also their last gathabnndunt success and call attention to
ering
as
an
organization. They chartered
their advertisementin another column.
a tug, which took them to Griswold’s camp,
On Saturday evening last, the saw mil which itill remains the favorite resort for
of H. Boone &Co., ut Groningen, about picnic hunters, every season. After parthree miles north east of this city, horned taking of the choice viands prepared for
to the ground., This is tbe second time
occasion, the party scattered,some for
their mill was destroyed by fire, and it Is
row on the placid bosom of Lake Michla heavy blow to them. The damages are
otbers took rod and line and attemptof Mr.

Berlin, May 28.—
Gazette states that

E.

HEROLD,

Eighth Street, City of Holland

COMMERCIAL

Ladies,

Gents,

FEINTING

Youth and
Misses Wear.
Full line

for

Holland, Jan.

LETTER DEADS,

the Winter trade.

NOTE DEADS,
BILL DEADS.

1, 1876.

CROSBY’S

STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,

The North German

RussU has declaredto

Tunis that if military or pecuniary aid

is

rendered to the sultan, the Bey must prepare to see hia capital bombarded. Tbe
Tunis govern mentis also disquieted by the

concentrationof a French force on the

Comer Monroe and Ionia

This

TAGS,

At.

and remains the popuEating House of Grand

is

Kapids.

LATEST-Batoum, Wednesday,P. M.
There was a tremendouscannonnadetoday from the Russians. A battle fess Just

CARDS,

Streets.

GKRATSTD RAPIDS.
lar

frontier..

PRCIE LISTS,

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,

Spring Chickens on Hand.

commenced. Tbe firing is becoming genestimatedat $6,000, without any insurance. ed to entrap the witey bass, with which
eral along the entire line. The Turkish If you want a square meal go
It is decided to rebuild at once— they havv the waters of Bl&ck Lake abound, while
batteries reply vigorously. The almost
and try them.
ing a handsome stock of logs on hand/lu others clambered over the bills in search
enthusiasm prevails among tlie Ottoman
connection with this rebuilding it Is ru- of flowers etc.,— those gaining the summit
troop*. The Bashl Bazouks are preparing Breakfast 36 eta. Dinner
mored that they intend to dbnnect a grist of "Bald Head” were paid with a view of
for action. Everything indicates a desperetc. Supper 35 ot*.
mill with It, and effortA are/mude to have surpassing grandeur for their trouble. Tbe
ate effort on the part of the enemy. It is
them build their new\mHl in this city. festivities terminated with a boat-ride on
stated the Rnssisn force assigned to tbe
This wonld certainly beWwIse move, af- Lake Michigan by moonlight,after which
assault of. Batoum has been strengthened
fording better shipping, MfiliUes here, by they returned home. Thus ends the existby 20,000 men, who have just arrived from
both' water and rail, ’no energy and ence of the “Shakes,” ah organization
Ardahan. It is reported that Grand Duke
Meals got up to order any time,
business tact displayedbftthe Boone Bros, which has been a source of both amuseMichael commands the attack in person.
is of the first order and elAks volumes for ment and mental culture to themselves
and satisfaction guaranteed.
The Turks are sanguine.
them. Wo hope they wik conclude to and their friends. We can bat wish peace

35

Programmes,
HandbiUs,

Law Blanks,
Etc., Etc.,

Etc

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY.

build in town, never burn

make

lots of

money.

oV

again,

and

to its ashes,

rection.

and pray

for Its

WANTED— An

speedy resur|

sell

agent in every town to

my Medicine*.Dr. A. BOSISIO.

GIVE

T^cTtRIAL.
n*.

All kinds of Color

and Or-

Onamental printing, all and
examine specimen* and price*.

MY OKAPK-VINE.
--

-

SIgbinE, I wild, when w»rm west winds were blowing,
“ The gracious summer has no gifts for me ;
I shall not s«e her wild-woodblossoms growing
On vine or tree;
not wander where her purple clover
whrre daisiesmake the meadows gay,
Nor be aware of sweet sirs wafted over
Her new-mownhay.
1 shall

44

And

“I

ahatl
not hear, Albeit
all b<rt

my bo«1 rejoices f

H

1

*),

udeuro of Uie tender atrsln,
iihgie<uu&ic of her mahy voices
It* low refrain
ivory

—

Of droning boea and lociutasharply shrilling,
And brooka that murmur to their tuneful fall ;
Nor yet the rapture of her bird-songs thrilling
High overall

44

delightin shadowy woodland placea,|
The stony pavementsof the town must tread,
And see the blue of heaven in measured spaces
Above my head. .
4

1. that

>

While all the summer’a bloom and Taviah beauty
Are spread afar for other eyes to see,
Shut in by city-wallsthe path of duty
44

Is

marked for me.”

did not know— faint heart and unbelieving !—
The while I murmured at s needful thing,
VS hat dear delightto afcoine me for such grieving
My lino would bring.
VBetwixt the stones it had to grow and flourish—
The stubborn stones that barely let it pass,
Nor left enough of garden-mold to nourish
| |A blade of grass.
I

Yet how

and fair, and greenly,
And all its liberal leaves and dusters spread
In such profusion,one forgot how meanly
Its roots were fed.
it

gre w

:

so

ignorant of the itself there. Then came the words she
ways of the world, this handsome, refined had expected— eager, eloquent words of
gentleman, with his stories of London passionate love and entreaty. But no
syllable answered him. Emboldened by
life — of the wondrous occurrences in
what was, to her, a foreign land— soon her silence, he raised the little hand that
not only captivated her fancy, but won rested on the keys and pressed it to Ids
lips; instantly sue snatched it away, and
her
j
She was sitting, one day, on the bank rose to her feet.
of the river, under a shado‘wy elm, whose
‘T: am very sorry for you, Col. Woldrooping , branches concealed her from verton, but I cannot be your wife. You
view, when Edward Wolverton and his ore right; I had a false lover once; he
friend paesed by, bent on s shooting ex- stole my rose of love, and I have never
pedition. She neard her name men- had any to give any one since.”
tioned jestingly by his friend; ana, with
“A false lover— you 1” exclaimed he;
a careless laugh, Edward Wolverton re- “ and you have no love to give me, when
plied, “In love with that awkward, all these weeks you have been leading
ignorantcountry girl ? What an opinion me on, giving me to understand you were
you must have of my taste ! Can’t a fel- not indifferent to me ?”
low amuse himself a little without being
“ Leading you on— I don’t know— have
accused of serious intentions ?”
I?” she carelessly answered; then, modStung to the heart, she staggered ulating her tones to a careful imitation
rather than walked homeward; and, once of his, as she remembered them when he
safe in her own room, she sat down to uttered those words, she said, “ Cau’think of the few weeks that had passed onc amuse one’s self a little without be
like a happy, blissful dream, and of this ing accused of serious intentions?”
rude awakening. Even in the first moA flush rose to his very forehead, and
ments of her bitter grief the pride of her he looked at her with an expression of
nature rose paramount, and she deter- utter bewilderment, through which a
mined to be revenged. It was no very flash of recognitionsoon broke.
terrible revenge that she wished for—
“Yon are Alberta Lenworth,” he exonly to make him suffer as she had done claimed. “ From the first you reminded
—to win his love, then cast it scornfully me of some one— I could not tell whom
away.
—but now I see Alberta. My own little
A few weeks after that never-to-be- Alberta, you loved me once ; you cannot

summer. Young, and

BY JURY K, BRADLEY.

tall,

Each wandering wind that made the voung leave*
shiver
Stirred tender odors, delicatelysweet ;
And when the July air was all a-quiver
With fervent heat,

Such coolness lingered in the vine’s embraces,
Such lovely shadows waveredto and fro,
It broughtto mind all greenest forest-placee
Where wild-flower*blow.
So day by day, until the lamentation
Of sad November stripped the branches bare,
It gave me sweet and subtile comiKonation
For secret care.
Behold,” it mutely ssid, 44 my green profusion,
'Behold my purple clusterswhere they hang,
And recollect the prison-homeseclusion
From whence we sprang I
“

“ Mfe may bf cruel, heart and hand roetrichvl.
Till effort baffled makes the spirit quail
But noble aims, though often contradicted,
At last prevail.”
;

took to heart suggestion and assurance,
And vowed to learn the lesson of the vine—
It.-* growth, its aspiration,
its endurance,
Should all be mine !
I

And though

resolvefall short of its oompletcnees,
And though to-day the wintry winds complain,
I know the losingof that summer’s sweetness
Was wholly gain
—Lippincott'* for June.
!

MISS LESWOBTH’S REVENUE.
Miss Lenworth sat by the drawingroom window, in her ‘dainty muslin
dress, the cool sea-breeze blowing through
the luce curtains, stirringthe loose, heavy
masses of her raven hair, and faintly
tinging her cheeks.

love.

forgotten day, her father died

excitement of the London season, was
very grateful for its quiet and seclusion,
necessary on account of the illness of
her guardian’swife ; but this was growing monotonous, and she was already beginning to sigh for some excitement,
some new conquest.
Her reverie was suddenly interrupted
by a young lady exclaiming,iu eager,
joyful tones, “Oh, Alberta ! where have
you been ? I have been searching for
you everywhere. I have such delightful
news for you. J)o come back from the
land of dreams, throw of! that air of supreme indifference, and ask me what it
is ; for I m sure, though you do look so
unconcerned, yon are dying to know.”
“ Some one is coming," returned Miss
Lenworth. “Yes ; and I can imagine it
must be none other than your dashing
Hamilton, the inimitableand enviable
knight who has stolen our Ethel’s heart;
for you surely would not have taken so
much pains to make yourself charming
for any one else.”

She certainly was a charming little
creature, this Ethei Wes'on, with her
delicate blonde complexion,laughing
blue eyes, and gleaming golden curls,
tailing in rich profusion over neck and
shoulders, and mingling with the delicate
lace that increased the beauty of her blue
silk evening dress.
“ Some one else,” she retorted, with a
flush on her cheek ; “ some one you will

and, after

important part in life’s drama,

_:n._ —

often the re-

is

1 __

—

of the surfaceof his body, pain

in his sides,

shouldersor back, eyes and skin are tinged with
yellow, feels dull, indisposedand dizzy.
Through his suffering ho becomes gloomy, de-

---------------------- Purgatu-.w.-

to him. ”

“But why?” replied Ethel “Are
you afraid if he knows what a famous
coquette he has to deal with he will be
on his guard agninstyour beguilingarts?
Oh, I pity him; but i won’t Jaetray you,
never fear. Why ain’t yon dressed’
You will be late tor dinner.”
And Miss Ethel vanished down the
staircase to receive her guests.

Miss Lenworth returned to her room,

and began a hasty toilet— hasty, but
carefully suited to her style and complexion. When she appeared in the
drawing-room she was attired in a
black dress of some thin texture,that
displayed to advantage the gleaming
white marble of her rounded arms and
shoulders.The heavy masses of black
hair, that fell far below her waist when
unbound, were gathered in a loose coil
behind, with no ornament save a cluster
of yellow lilies; and round her throat
and wrists she wore a necklace and
bracelets of curiously carved amber,
clear and transparentas crystal, in golden settings.
A gleam of triumph shone in her eyes
as she beheld Col. Wolvcrton’sstart of
admiration ; then, wreathing her lips in
a sweet smile, which added to the beauty
of the pale, haughty face, her deep eyes
drooped beneath his gaze until the long
lashes almost hid them.
Ethel turned away her head, to liide
the sparkle of amusement in her eyes,
for it was by no means her wont to be so
graciousto strangers.
As the summer days flew by, filled up
with boat excursions,rural drives, and
walks along the beach, in which Col.
Wolverton was MissLenworth'sconstant
attendant, it became evident that that
young lady’s plans had succeeded per-

think worth dressing for. And you don’t
care in the least who it is ! Ihe queen
of hearts is so sure that, lie he prince
or peasant, knight or page, he will bow
at her shrine; she will not even take the
trouble to inquire who this unexpected
arrival may be ! I would punish you for fectly.
.your indifference if I could do so withShe sat before the piano, one cool
out depnvmg myself of the pleasure of September evening, running her fingers
communicating such unexpected news. listlessly over the keys. She had deKnow, then, that papa has received a clined going to the beaoh with the othiletter from Hamilton, stating that his ers, on the plea of a headache; and now
particular friend, Col Wolverton, the she sat alone, the purple twilight shadmost elegant of men, the hero of heroes, ows falling around her, and a numb, deswill accompany him home, and spend a olate pain at her heart. Suddenly her
few weeks here. We may expect them voice broke through the slow, wailing
to dinner to-day. I assure you this is a notes that had l>een dropping from her
foeman wortliy of your steel; and I ad- fingers like falling sea-smBy, iu a calmer
vise you to burnish up your armor, for •truin-~*“Sweet Bonnie Dopff.”
I propose entering the lists in opposition
A tremulousthrob Kxwded in her
to you.”
voice, at the second verse, about the
And the gay girl danced off without “false lover.”
•waiting to note the effect of her words.
Through the open window stepped Col.
Miss Lenworth went slowly up to her Wolverton to her side, where he stood for
/room ; but, although it was within an a moment in silence.
hoar of dinner-time,she did not com“ If it were not impossible, X should
aieaoe dressing. Sitting by her window, think you had felt the pain of a ‘ false
her eyes, glowing now with & fire that lover’ once, you sing teat with so much
iold of the passionate soul within, again feeling,” remarked tee Colonel
wandered seaward, while the flush on
“I was not aware I had a listener.”
her cheek, that something in Ethel’s she replied, without noticing his remark.
words had called up, grew brighter and “ I thought you had gone to the beach
brighter. Memory wandered back to the with Ethel and Hamilton.”
time when she first met this man, the
“ I did; but the attraction here was so
mention of whose name affectedhervis- great that it drew me back in spite of
ibly. Six years previouslyshe had met myself.”

CL
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He saw there was
no relenting,and turned away with an
aching heart
curl in the red lips.

“ Revenge !” he

said.

Well, if that
was your purpose, you have accomplished
it. I hope it may bring you hapthness. ”
And without another word or glance he
was gone, and, perhaps, for ever.
As the thought of what she had sacrificed for her pride swept over her. she
bent her proud head, and wept unrestrainedly ; for she had learned, in those
brief weeks, to love him as dearly as in
those old days, when he won her heart
but to trample it under his feet Had
he returned then, love might have conquered ; but pride had too long held the
ascendency to lose its control for any
length of time.
“

Ere Ethel and Hamilton returned,she
was os seemingly indifferent as ever, and
listened, unmoved, to Ethel’s announcement that Col Wolverton had left for
town by the 8 o’clock train. A sudden
recoUection of a business engagement
necessitated his immediate departure.

* ¥

*

I

Even those hope-destroyingwords
could add nothing to Miss Leuworth’s
grief when she learned what a miserable
mess of pottage her revenge had proved.

The Great Family Medicine.— Dr.

Informationworth thousands

knowledge and the testimony of some of tho
most extensive and bestrknown manufacturers
and merchants in this country,has proven a
reliable and economical substitute for tho more
expensivekinds of roofing. We refer to H. W.
Johns’ Patent AsbestosRoofing, the rnauufacturer* of which make no extravagantroprosentations, but claim it to be the only reliable
portable roofing in use, and from caref til inquiry
we Believe their claims are wellYonnded.This
roofing is prepared ready for use, can be easily
applied by unskilled workmen,is adapted for
steep or flat roofs in all climates,and when
finished with the tohiU fin-proof coating forms
the lightest, handsomest and coolestroof in
tho world, testing only about half as much as
tin. Samples, illustratedcatalogues, price
lists, and any desired ioformation can bo obtained from the H. W. Johns Manufacturing
Company, patenteesand sole manufacturers,87
Maiden Lane, New York. This company have
recently completed a new manufactory, the
most extensive works of the kind in the world,

She turned her face away from his earand the lashes drooped over
come with a college fneud to spend the her eyes, veiling the pain that shadowed

**r-A.ii:ents

and richness of color the AsbestosPaints
surpass any we have ever seen. Fire-proof

__

„

can be relied upon as being In every
respect as
svery respect
represented,and we advise our readers, before

Hofmann’sHop

Pills

M

NATURES REMEDY^

CHICAGO.

MULL

THE

Chemical PaintCo.
XXOTTflIXZ,

IVo. 1-71
CHICAGO.

The Market having been filled with imitation*
.

hirfiflEATBiooo Puiwieb

:

Vf«etlBc

in

the “Averill

Paint" having been largely adulterated, we have

178 Bid tie Street, Brooldjn,N. Y.. Nor. M. WT1 '
H. R. Stk vkks, K*q.
Pmr Sir— ¥ nan penonal benefitreceivedby it« n*e,
as well sa from persmulkiwwledfreof those whose cure
there! iv hr* tenmod almostmlrsculous.
I can most beurtUj »nd wnoerely recommend the VEOKTINK for tho
complaint*lor which it is chimed to cure.
JAMKfl P. LUDLOW.
Late PastorCalvary BaptistChurch, bacrurnonto,Cal.

_

“Ready-Mixed Paint,’’ and

of our

RELIABLE EVIDENCE.

_

opened onr own House, and have no connection
with any other partiesIn this dty. Bend for
Bample Card and prices to

AVERILL CHEMICAL PAINT

Sold by All DrugRlut*.

CO.,

171 Ea«t Randolph Htreet.

A GREAT OFFER!!

P. O.

BOX

103.

CHICAGO.

filoberiMedal and Diploma it tho Centennial.
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ANTED AGENTS TO SELL
OUR CELEBRATED BRANDS
nr
Ul nicADc
UlDAnOl Y,mRoods and ^reaptolance
cAnn°t

th«

profits.

Orn Aur.XTS are

realizing

930 I*KK

WEEK (LEAK. Full llnoftf samples rent by**-

of.MEYER

on rocolpt
lars. Order at once. Address
press, prepaid,

CHER,

11

TKAVK

with full particu-

dc BA KT212 Mull! Street.jUmlmmtl. Ohio.

JACKSON’S BEST
SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO

White and All Colors and Shades,
Mixed Keady for the Brush.
This celebrated Paint is made from strictlyPure White
Lead, Metal Zinc and Pure Linseed Oil. with a Chemical
addition that adds greatly to its durabUilu,Ixautuand
iireagih.It will never rub off, will cover more surface
to the gallon than the common mixture,and is tnnoh
cheaper. This Paint Is warranted to ms more durable
than an all lead and oil paint It has been sold extensively all over the West during the past eight years, and bus
given nneqnaled satisfaction.Sold by Dealersgenerally. For Sample Cards ol Colors and Price- Llati, address

A. H. HOLDEN A CO.,
343 Hadlfton Street, CHICAGO.

THE WILSON
ADJUSTABLE

-

OSCAXA.

_

is.

lanyn of portion.

The best Invalid Chair
in the country. Also,
Plain and foldinglron
Bedsteads. Send for
Circular

to

the

manf r.

MATHIAS KLEIN,
230 Dearborn-sL
Cpoaqo. III.

THE BLACK HILLS,

And American Wonderland,by H. N. Maguire,who has spent
la years in the Bills and Yellowstone
region.Tho litest, fullest, and only truthfulaccounts of Gold and Silver prospect*.
was awarded the highest prize at Centennial Exposition Agricultur.l and Grclnc resources, Cllnnte,Hunting and
for Its fins chewinjtqualities,the axoslleno*and laatinc Fishing, the Indiana, nodSetUer.'Adventuresand Comiicts
characterof its sweetening and flavoring.If you want with Uirtn, Mining and Wild Western Life, ond the grand
the best tobacco ever made ask your grocer for this, and
Natural Wonder* of this most remarkable
country-WaterfaUs,
Boiling Geysers, noble Scenery, immense Gorges, etc.
see Uiat each plug bears our blue strip trade mark with
Illustratedwith 27 Fine ling*ivlncs, and a Urge new Map,
words * Jacbnu's Best" on It. Hold by Jobbers gen.
sraUy. bend for sample to 0. A. JACKSON A CO., corrected to March i. Price, only IQlcentt; by mall. |2c»nU.
Sold by all Newtdftale/S. or sent postfmld. bv
Manofaeturer*, Petersburg.Va.
DONNELLEY. LOYoACO.. Pubs.. Chicago. 111.
FOR XO CENTS, ad > <*nt ttamp fcT pestt|e,we win Mad
1 M __
for one rear, the haod mum B-pt«e paper,
!

•

EL aad
PRINTER’S
GUIDE
also our
portly lllutretsd lOOnsgs

PUT IT AMONG THE

*a

Inttraetloaend

Specimen Book, entitled

How

to Flint

Worth ten times the oost to ererr Btulnwa
Maas&d Printer.Addreu, J.W.Dadoiudst k Co., TS Chestnut fit.,Philadelphia,
Publlihen, sad Mssarrsof the Celebrated
Por Cards

aodS

PRINTING PRESS.
tnm 46.40
the beet. Mlae

ARCHIVES,
The fact that the National Wxxxlt Is U>« finest Cartoon, Story ami Sketch Paper in the country. Beantlfully illustrated. 18 anil ft pages. Agents are making a
h-irr'l of money, soliciting subscriptionsfor It Sub
auriplion price w.t.uO per year. We pay a larger Onah
OommUxbin to AgonU than any other paper can afford.

up.
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$1.00
JAMES
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$1.00
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turns.

Work-days
»
HERBERT

of

god

and Sample Ulustrstlmw. Ad.lress
J. C. fllcCIIRDY& CQ.t

Chlcano.

C. JF.VNE. Wholesale Oreoer,

TEAS

at vrknleaale prices, in quantities to suit, and thus promptly

& CO.

BUltMIAM’SLAST NEW BOOlt
0* Foultrt-44How to Ualee
Fowl* and Ere* for Market.”
Mailed for 25 cU. and 3 cent stamp
by GEO. P. BURNHAM, P. 0. Box

Mb,u.

ALBERT DUBKEE, 112 Monroe St, Chicago.
if AGENTS WANTED for th«

$1.00

$1.00

131, Melrone,

Fnan&CImm

mknufkfturing

»
By Prof.
W. MORRIS. A.M., O.D.
The Grand HAstoirof the World tyor. Adam. It*
dateless origlh, thrilling and mysteriouschanges in becoming a tiial axis for man. The heauriee. wonders nnd
realitiesof PLAN ns shown by SpiENCt. Bo plain, clear
and easily understood that all read It with delight.
Ktrongeet commendations.Bend for Circular, Terms

BOSTON. MASS.

'I
_ La I

M

R.

Urtwt

mv

<LEF>
.

Pietsrt

Srw «f A|»»U’ Tnwm tod Ctane. la Anirlaa
dtflriagto Intro-luretMr M* UNftntod CaUbgM (la kook bra). eMtotaiag
npnulre ramrtop.< O. Mt popiiar rtylre.( Mraldhici aad Chroma
In urn, ^rtn* .holmU prim ud tartrastloaihe* tostU. vM swdtlwirotubfu., tofMiMr *Uh a bo* renttiBiaf dt raMrsus^waf MubrmaaUiap
(to trim, all picturesfrom ill* 1!«* to Mi») to my sddrewfra (postpaid) on
retolpirfI5aaUtopv«w"trwta|v.I**Ug.sto.
Addrea,
TV.

with all others.

Catholicm is the only known certain remody
for diseases to which women are subject The
Graefenbtrg Vegetable Pill*, the most popular
remedy of tho day for biliousness, headache.
liver complaint and diseases of digestion. Sold
by all druggists. Send for almanacs. Graefenberg Co., New York;

44 Clark mreei,

EAST RANDOLPH 8T.,

The choicesthousehold ornament t. Pries
One Bettor each. Send for catalogue,

Oraefenbei^

Ttmu.

YOU GOBS TO PAST?

cure the Ague at once.

Osgood’s Heliotype Engravings.

After an experience of over twenty

tor, and

strong and healthyuse Bcrxett'h Coooaine.

it

purchasing paints or roofing,to send for
ttmplesofthese articles and compare them

ny‘leading physiciansackno wifive years, many
edge’ that the Grae/ehberg Marshairt Uterine
______

(re.

INCERSOLL BROS.,

and keep

to save your hair

paint, an economicalsubstitute for white lead,

elasa of outlmildings, f sooes, etc., which are
usually allowed to go uupainted.Roof paint,
steam-pipeand boiler OQverings, steam-packing,
sheathings,linings, cements, etc., all of which

Wanted Kvarywkier®.

Stndjur lllHtimltdC

HAVE OPENED A
If you wish

pnntuHe free. Hold by a

. ,T

ing and Ihonino lor large lamilles oan be done without
heatingthe kltohen.

thoso

to

drugged, and quacked. The new Health Journal teaches all. Copies free. Address, Electric
Quarterly,Cincinnati, 0.

NL.VS and WTIT ctire n
N. Kntaw Ht„ Hithlnie
hades, which are guaranteed equal to any for
general purposes, and the most dmablo for
outside work of any paints in use. In body

,

out of health. Self-help for weak and nervous
sufferers. Facts for those who have been dosed,

Portable or Composition Roofings.
There is probably no article of manufacture
*o universally needed as a reliable,low-priced
roofing, which can bo readily applied without
the aid of skilled labor, and in no other direction has so great a want been so inefficiently
supplied.The results of experiments with
felts, cements and other compositions have so
far been anything but satisfactory.Numerous
so-called “cheap roofings" have been produced,
advertised, used and found worthless. In view
of those facts we are glad to be able to speak
favorably of an article which, from onr own

!

STOVE

*

At the lieginning of the winter season,
we see Miss Lenworth the bride of a
millionaire—beautiful, admired and envied by all. Immediately after her marriage Col. Wolverton sailed in a steamer
hound for Jamaica. Ill-fated steamer!
Though many pravers followed her over
the treacherous billows, yet she went
down in the unfathomable deep ; and to
the anxious hearts that looked long for
the coming of their Joved ones that
heart-breakingmessage came, “All on
board perished.”

.

MU

,

nest gaze;

it. Most penrionscan be increased. If discharged
wounds. Injuries (rupture), full bounty Is paid. Ipatonoe or you will b« too late. Have had live yairs*
experienceat the front
» tidier: 11 years ns Pension
Agent Letterscheerfullyanswered and full lut.irmatlon given free where stamp Is Inclosed. Head 10c. tor
Bounty and Pension Laws. Flense give me a trial.
get
for
ply

and following up their action with the use
of Golden Medical Discovery,to work the biliary poison out of the system and purify the
Addresa E. S. WKEDKN, Chicago, 111.
Uood. if he play the part of a “ penny wise and
No chargesunless claim is allowedand paid.
pound foolish ’’ man he will attempt to economize by saving the small cost of theso mediTHE
cines. Continuing to snffer,his nervous system
becomes impaired, and he is fretful and peevish
—a fit subject to become embroiled in “domestic infelicity." Or the good wife may from her
!
toodaborious duties or family cares, have be(Sherburne’sFat., Aug. 8th, 1878.)
come subject to such chronic affections as are Manufacturedby Th« Adams h Westlsko Ufa. Co.,
peculiarly incident to her sox, and, being reChicago.
duced in blood and strength, sufferingfrom
backache, nervousness, headache, internal feGreater Capacity
ver, and enduring pains too nuracrons to menr...
-roetion, she may become peevishand fretful— any*
y
thing but a genial helpmate. In this deplorCooloiOHeatifli
‘
able condition of ill-health, should she act
/
THAN AXT OTHER
wisely and employ Dr. Pierce's FavoritePrescription, it will, in duo time, by its cordial,
4
tome and nervineproperties, restore her health
OIL
IN
and transform her from the peevish,scolding,
THE
WORLD!
invalid to a happy, cheerful
be indifferent to me now. I was weak irritable-tempered
wife. Laying aside levity and speaking seriSafe!
and foolish— but I did not mean what I
ously. husbands and wives, you will find tho
Economical!
said. Oh, Alberta ! forgive those cruel Family Modicines above mentioned reliable and
Darablo!
words, and tell me you love mo still'’
potent remedies.For full particulars of their
OdorleM !
properties and uses, see Pierce’s Memorandum
Miss Leuworth’s dark eyes flashed.
All kinds of BaxiHO and Cooxrro done h*ter and
Book, which is given away by all druggists.
fwieherthan on the ordinarycoal or wood stove. Wash“ Forgive you ?” she said. “YTou don’t
leta,

Wilhoft’sAnti-Periodic or Fever and Ague Tonic ! No case of incurable Chills has yet prebe ignorant also ; at the end of that time, goodness ; you took away my every hope sented itself whore this scientificand safe medshe was the most accomplishedyoung and joy in fife. But the 4 ignorant little icine has been employed. No case has been
lady in the establishment. Three years country girl’ had pride enough to keep found so obstinate as to resist its prompt and
had greatly altered her appearance ; the her heart from breaking, and to make masterlyaction. No man has been so reduced
by malarial influences but with its use has come
thin form had rounded to perfect sym- her wish to be revenged upon you.”
up perfectly reconstructed. No pills or purgametry ; the face, pale still, except when
He looked at Iter for a moment in tive requiredwith this medicine.0. It. Finlay
some emotion lent a passing flush, was sileuce. There was no shadow of tender- A Co., Proprietors, Now Orleans.
For rale by all Drcooistb.
exquisitely shaped; the expressionof the ness in the dark, flashing eyes, no flush
mouth, perhaps a little too decided, was on the pale, proud face, only a scornful

softenedby the dreamy look that was
habitualto the deep black eyes.
But three years had taken away quite
as much as they gave her. The simple,
trusting faith of the little country girl
who had poured her heart’s devotion at
Edward Wolverton’a feet was gone for
ever. She had grown selfish, cold, and
worldly. In all these years she had never
once met Edward Wolverton ; and, of
course, her revenge had not been constantly in her mind. Neither liad she
entirely lostsight of it ; and now the time
had come.
Presently she heard the noise of wheels,
and at the same time the quick patter of
Ethel’s little boots, and the rustle of her
dress in the passage outside her door.
She ran out
“Ethel,” she cried, “I have a whim
that I want yon to gmtify. I wish you
to introduceme to Col. Wolverton by
my middle name — as Miss Emerson.
Will you? Hamilton does not know I
am here, so he will not have mentioned

CHiCACO ADVERTISEMENTS.

.
raring
__
of some dread disease ? Perhaps the husband’s
liver becomes torpid, and he experiencesbitter,
disagreeabletaste or nausea,has chfilv sensar
tions, alternating with great heat and 'dryness

—

spending three years at a fashionable
boarding-school,she became a member
of the family of Mr. Weston, who had
been appointed her guardian. In those
years she had not forgotten her resolve.
It prompted her to redouble her exer- know what you ask. You don’t know
tions in acquiring knowledge. If she what a great wrong you did me. You demust always be awkward, she would not stroyed for ever my faith in truth and

Those languid summer days were very
delightful, spent in that great house,
with its cool, airy rooms, furnished with
all the elegance that good taste, aided by
wealth, loves to collect; and hero
naught that could gratify the most fastidious was Lacking. Miss Lenworth, my name
arriving at this, her guardian’s residence,
two months previously, wearied with the

;

Cross Husband* nml Scnldln; Wives.
“Domestic infelicity." which newspaper reporters nowadays credit with playing such an

wanted.

ASHTABULA
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THE

THE UIEL WHO WENT TO HEAVEN. The
She Describes the Home Beyofeid the Grave
and Goes Into Rhapsodies Over the New

Jerusalem.

stalks of this wheat are os clean and
healthy as any grain we ever saw, per-*
fectly devoid of rust or mildew, and we
see no reason why it will not prove a big
tiling.— *S'ateno(Cal.) Republican.

Nellie Blackbird, the 13-year-oldgirl

of Green county, Wis., who, as she
olaims, went to heaven during a -trance,
has filly recovered her former health.

Tlie

Moaning

of

a

Hob * War.

THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY
GENUINE

$66
$12

UiNITED STATE S
HiXFES
“VIBRATOR”

Referring to the report telegraphed by
cable that the Sultan of Turkey was
Her strange experiences or impressions
IN THE CITY OF
70RK,
about to unfurl the standard of the
are thus related : She was subject to
Prophet and wage a religious war against 261, 262,
spine disease and epileptic fits. In the
Russia, the Chicago Tribune says:
last attack of the latter the frail form
—
0H6WIIW 1810— —
could scarcely be held bv strong persons. “The unfurling of this standard, the
Three days after the first convulsions, ‘ Sauyak-Shorif,’will present a new ASSETS, $4,827,176.52
phase of the conflict. The standard is
both upper and lower extremities were
... SURPLUS, $820,000
paralyzed.The least exertion,even the as old as Mohammedanismitself.It was EVERY APPROVED FOrtH OF POLICY
part of the flowing curtains that adorned
taking of a spoonful of water, would
ISSUED ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS
the room of Mohammed’s favorite wife,
cause her to sink away till the pulsation
and has always been carefully guarded
of the heart could not be noticed, nor
from profane eyes in the Seraglio. It
ALL
POLICIES
could any pulse be discovered in the
AKD
matters little how old it is, or what it is,
wrist, ’^hev turned her gently; on the
however, to Mohammedans. It is to
sheet, and that would cause the sinking
them the symbol of their faith, the
spells. About 2 o’clock in the afternoon
MATURING IN 1877
she sank away, growing weaker and standard of the Prophet, the badge of
Islam. When that standard is unfurled,
weaker until about 3. Her extremities
WILL
it summons eveiy Mohammedan to the
became very cold, and they thought her
gently and happily “passing over the rescue of Islam.’ It calls upon 3,500,000
OX PBESEXTATIOli'
Mohammedans in European Turkey, over
river. ” All at once a change passed over
JAMES
BUELL,
- - PRESIDENT.
40,000,000 in India, 3,500,000 in Persia,
her features, a sweet smile iUnminatiiig
c* 7.20 PFH QUARTER FOR TEN QUAHTSKS.
and
over
100,000,000,
more
scattered
her countenance, and the most intense
delight seemed portrayed and lingered through various parts of Asia and Afrion her face till it fairly shone. All at ca, to roily to the defense of Islam
once, to the astonishment of all, she against the “infidels.” It is of course
impossible that Turkey could ever orraised her little hands in the attitude of
HIGHEST AWARDS AT
ganize these immense hordes into regulistening intently, changing her position
lar armies, regularly drilled and discicontinually, and seeming to listen with
plined, to encounter the troops of Rusall the power of her being. She continued in this shite for nearly three sia. It is not the purpose of Turkey to
hours, seeming perfectly unconscious of do it. The unfurling of this standard is
an invitation to massacro and plunder
all surrounding objects and sounds.
And now comes the strange and mi- all who do not believe in Mohammedanraculous storv of the girl : “It seemed ism. It is a declaration that every Mo- Paris,
Santiago,
as though I was walking through a hammedan who kills nine infidels,men,
1807;
|873|
1370;
women,
or
children,
it
matters
not
pleasant country till I came to a place
wliich, vail receive a passport to para1876.
that surelv was heaven. There were
Onu Okoak* ijiiqxfd Fian Ran* it Ccxtshnul.
dise.
If this news be true, then indeed
streets all paved with gold, and such
Itrral tarirlrpf flu at prictltthltkuoull U im/'otuLU far
is Turkey rushing upon her doom, and
wort nf ixtck tirtllcnct iriHvut uuiqaalcJ/acUlUil
fur munu/dclur*.
beautiful fountains, as clear as crystal,
KXAvruis or xr. r cash r rices.taking the first step to array the whole
that seemed to rise up and then fall in
Christian world against her. When the F ,.o octa«dOtub^ur„d organ.
bright sparklingdrops. I laid down on
standard of the Prophet is unfurled,
a soft grassy bank to rest near a fountain,
Fi,° oc,^«bSlS?,5:op- ! 1
when my grandpa that has been dead six Russia will not be alone in this war. The
Suhl aUe /or monlhlf or quar/erl*paymintt, er Mi'll Hull!
irnl INI,,, x iMpcr/oror pa a map ««ir kt pur chat id bp the ratp
years came to mo and said I should go advocatesof the Christinn religion and
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i.-kmamhip,Klo«&nt
KIo«ant Tlolah,
Wo.-kroanahip,
t-uuan, complete in evenr
every detail,
hi all reapectea lit companionfor oar celebrated
Steam Sepitrator. r • , U !
Off “ VI bmt nr” Nepqraror" alone.^ made «».
preasljrfor Steam-Powar. and to match to any and all
other mike of Knfinea.alao,
imrfoctlv adapted to go with
any end all other make of Horee-Powor*. Fonr ilcee,
rnnfinf from 24 to IM-lnohlength of Cylinder, and 86 to
48-lnchea width of Separatingparta.
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of Crain
superiorIf rrain l»e dnmpnr
wet. while for Flux, Tluiot by, and like Seoda, no oilier
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Address \v.
o»j>ociiilly
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NICHOLS, SHEPARD & CO.,
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were with him. Suddenly they were pursued by a pack of wolves. The peasant
whipped his horses, but soon perceived

f

Safe,
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Keep's Uuet.imHblru-madeto moaaure,
The very beet,aU f«i
An elegantset of genuine Quid-PlateCollar and
Hlouve Button*givnn with ouch half dux. Keep's Shirts.
Keep's Shirts are delivered PKKK on receipt of price
In any part of the Union-no expresschargesto pay.
Samples, with full direction* fur ecU-nHwnureiuent,
Sent Free to any eddtei*. No st*mp required.
Deal directly with the ManutMturerand got Bottom
Pricaa. Keep AUnnftoturtngUo..I ftp Meruar St., N.Y.

vlet

Concord lltir-

fur oircuhit* aud price-lilts.
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HILL & CO.,
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Cheaper than Coal Gaa-8af#r
brlllitr\tlight than eltimr.

Indoikedby landing Insurance Companies. -• An
Antomatio Alachlne— Karily uandlod — Adapted to
Dwelling*, PoctoriM, Churol ee, HhnSa. R. R. Depots
and OliTces— From a Kingio Burner upward*— Nothing
like it In 'tie Onntrr— Send for IllnetmtedOatalogns.
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HANNAN

ignorance and superstition. Ite population has rapidly decreased^ It proau

Science baa Improved on Nature by combining all the
valuableIngredient* of the German Fountain in a portable form, nnd utnMSng thoee which have no modlelOal
virtues. This ncreenliloand potent aallno alterative
ohangoethernndUlonot
tlm bbrnd, and puritiesall tbs
flnlda of tbo body. Bold by all
___

druggUta.

C.N.U.

___ _
tween Europe and Asia

that inust be
traversedby the richly-laden caravans on
their way eastw
a nation of
fought Saraoeus,Turks, Templars, Persians, Romans, and Greeks^ if has ttwih-)
died down to a comparative handful of
herdsmen and peasants,whose * territory
is now overran with two armiefc, neither'
of which it can help ot oppose^
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California Boss

Wheat

Field. y/jj,

Mr. John Lookey lias a field of wheat
between Suisnn and Vacavile, which, we

____
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is
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stein
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hazard
height. We challenge any clime or any country to beat
this, even in its most propitiousseason.
six feet four inches in
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Has been before the public three years, and has
fiover f tiled in a single case of rheumatism, no
Rggravatei the case. Write to any
matter howsggravated
perso
rson In Washington
City, where it is nmnu_
thisistrpe in
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You Shall Have It.— If your grocer

prooeea.
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does not beep, and
Will not got,
dvfill
t PowdIr for Jon, send 10c. for
pound, 35c. for half ppund. a fiOc. for
one pound can, direct to Dooley A Brother,

To
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and Jelly-Press Comp’y,

CINCINNATI. OHIO.
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can full weight
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“Patsmt iToar" Hamdui Tabxji
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with
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Co.
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FLAVORING

igmlr.d ifffrrietrrom.11 other,, la
cup-ib.p., with Suit Adjutlnaball
la c. titer, ml.pl. IlMif
polldaoaaf tb. My.iwhllatfcabailto
tb» <iop presses back to« in-

Durang'a Kheutoatlc Remedy
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^ 'J w if Montreal
;
Ottawa Itotir,
David OiAwrouD.
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Piasor.
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wanted everywhere.The blffgrat tiling ever tried.
KaleMiiodf from LkU wlim ail RtDlle R(N>k» fall. Alao,
Amenta wanted on our jf AGNlPTCENT FAAIIlV
H1HLES. hnperiorto all other*. With InraluablelllaAtrated Aid* and Superb RlndinKt,Thitot*Hooka

R. R.

McDswau. k Aoams.

Firm Avtsnr Ilotgt.- 1 Acgirji,Mr Rnai.i.AOovfnT.
WkSTMISSTItKlioTSU
I'AUKkTlU'oUb,
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BOSTON.

Patikki Iloeag.
Usvisc liuutk.

L

on our Grn utl Combination
Proaliectno, rapreaeotlaf

ally.

of the velvet or Sonora variety of wheat,
and we -------- ---- ‘ v*

We

have been ejrprwly permitted to n*o fi# name*
Of a hout of the hMt Urocvw iuul llutrU in ihv cuumry.
Vic give a few btlowi

1

afflictedwith any of the uumerona
it is adapted. It frequently happen* that no-called remedies fail to
iIb i* because
___ erefore donot
remove the cause of the maladies,whoso symptom* thay after a jUatf cease to ameliorate.This
is notably the case with opiates and sedative
drugs. It is not so, however, with Hostetler's
Bitters, which are 4 searchingspecificthat conquers the disease as well as banishes its indicia.
in vain whb
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c
o

m
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BURNETT’S

MUSTANG
LINIMENT,

$2,500

'

—fere.

of game, 40,680,000 pounds of butter,
129,000,000of oysters, 325,000,000 hectoliters of wine, 10,000 hectolitersof
.008*4 NOT YIELD
cider, and 90,000 hectoliters of alcoholic TO IT'** JlAtilC TOUCH. A bottle, eoatlaa
2->c.. AOc. or U
.00, baa often enved the life
liquors.
at a tiitniun being, and restored to 111# and
• - uaefulneMmany » valuable bar*#.
^ i / » If Neifvaa that Qulrer, \ \ O-i-

eUxi%

New York

Tarrant’D £fferves(vntSeltzer Aperient
r/fS TO
TO>
YOufj^MDRCSS
0LLIN8 StCo.

;

hssdH that ache, utomaoliH that inflict dyapcptic
tonnenU, muscleu and joinU racked with the
rheomatiBm, are infalliblyrertored to health by
celebrated
Stomach BitlyaicianB ; po»-

St.,

Rldlrttlfltis
IdcnltereimtMtotned about pdrgstlves.
It 1* dnngertm* to *oourie the Monmoh, toinu»p the
bowele, to prostratetho nervous aysU-m with furious
evscuimU. Nature h»* given a sample.In the famous
Seltzer Spring, of what tne hlllou*.constipatedor dyspeptic ayateiu need* for its restoration, and in

!

The whole country is characterizedby-

4 Murray
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tt.W. <’0. offers largest Itody of pootl linidg in
HANNAN at lowest prlet* t.ud Inut mtiiik.
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Koeii’e Patoni Pnrtlr-NUdoDr ns* Shirt*
l>« tlniehi-il a* easy as linmniinga Handkvrohief.
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SOAP.

mple box,
boi, containing
eotiUlnlnir
nun of 66 on. each,lent
tent free to
lo iuy mlErzeroum, is
According to current reports among SampU
dreu on receipt of 15 centi. Addrm
comparatively an unknown land. Off manufacturers of arms and ammunition,
the general routes of travel, but little says a New York paper, tho foreign _ Binformationhas been furnished concern- belligerents are active hereabout. The
ing it. The ancient .Armenia is now di- Russians have loaded three barks with
vided between the Russians, Persians the usual assortment of deadly weapons
and Turks, the larger part being con- and explosives. It is hinted that one
tained in the Turkish province of Erze- vessel went out the same time with the
roum. It is wild and mountainous in Russiau squadron, and was under concharacter, and has no connection with voy. The cargoes of these several crafts
FlrM-clua Stock Farm*, exoellant AgriculturalLand*,
the sea; and, although npt of any are similar, comprising about 200 tons of and tha heat Tobacco Region In the West Short winter*.no mraaehopper*,
orderly aoclely.food marketa and
special oommercial importance,has al- brass metal, 3,000,000 to 5,000,000 cara healthy, country. Lovr Fricen ! IiOiik Credit
laud* furnished
pored parways been an object of contention be- tridges, and 5,000 barrels of gunpowder. r ret* Tmtir-portnlionto thaia land*
flb.iaer*. For further tnformfttiun, adoreta
tween Turkey and Persia, W the high The value of each lot is supposed to bo
A. L. DFANK.
iaKt _Land OnminlMionar. St Loale.
road between these empires passes $350,000. The vessels cleared for the
through it. The populationis some- Baltic. It is understoodthis Turkish
wliat over 1,00$, 000, Erzeroum, the powder contract was stipulatedfor the
capital, has 30,000 ; Kars, about 20,000
delivery of 25,000 barrels. The Russians The Euemj of Disease the Foe of
Van, 20,000, and Moosh and Beyboort are increasing orders for pistols. Up
Pain to Han and Beast,
8,000 each. The greater half of the to the present time the total shipments
population are Mohammedan Turks,' the aggregate 200,000. Manufacturers on
! tkf tirutf Old
Chrjstians comprising a small number of Turkish account are doing their usual
Greeks, Nestonans and Roman Catho- amount of work, but no vessel will be
lics— the greater part of these being de- dispatcheduntil July 1.
scended from the ancient possessors of
Paris, with aapopuia
population of 1,851,800,
the soil, and professingthe Christianity
aijyBOO,1
800,084 head of cattle,
of the Armenian Church. In manners consumes annually

1,649,104 sheep, 230,671 swine, 46,000,000 pounds of fish, 36,000,000 pounds

BURNHAM, elme,

Q

4k

Prof. Hitll'e

[

erating, between Kars and

and customs the Armenians resemble the
Turks. The women live in a harem,
separatefrom the men, and dress like
the Turkish women. The country people live in pecuhar undergroundhouses,
and are an agricultural peasantry,hardy
and active, and accustomed ta exercise

Inf,"
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> owl Breed
Fowl," or •'lulling Fowl.
and >«(* for karkri." AUll.-lfor price l.y ‘TealtryUanil,"Harttlird,Ct.. (th* loedlnir paptr for
Fowl-relMndor by GKO. P.
Bare.

Agent* Wanted.

one
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by any Toilet Soap
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MOM

AS-

hitherto unequaled

description,from tbs Hibtest,
wtest and most elegant In use to the Heaviest end
strongest required for snjr kind of work; art ns-

any

Lock
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fn II will buy liumhjun'i new “DiMWM-t,’*"Hoerrle In
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strength and durability. They received the hlnheat written award at the Centennial Exposition.

“The Best Polish in the World.”
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Flounce, Maes.
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And Not

Wear

wivel

which has ac-

quired popularity

STOVE.

It

in a

long ago, and his wife and four children

ticle,

TOILET

Odorlest and Durable

sleigh along the banks of the Pruth, not

JTYMfrn

POUNESTOHE’Sjsa

this luxurious ar-

BOUQUET

FLORENCE.
Only
OIL

VI

I

fume are the pecu-
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liar fascinations of

CHICAGO

T/m?

AUBERS.-**0^^

raw

SS)

YORK.

NEW

WELL

THE novelty

quarltn. Cutalopaci /rtc.

Vt Union

A

high seat that was on a raised platform, -a
fh * wnr«.v
All seemed of .old, and
Werc
beautiful trees, flowers, streams aud
the midst of his pursuers, and while they
fountain! of clear water around the
were strugglingover their prey he lashed
throne and everywhere. ‘ Angels were
his horses and gained ground. Four
flying around, bright crowns upon their
times the wolves camo up with the fugiheads, aud golden harps in their hands,
tives, and each time a child was thrown
and they played the sweetest music that
to them. At lost the peasant and his wife
I ever hoard. I felt so sorry at firot
arrived at the nearest village, leaving bewken grandpa told me I should go back,
hind them the bones of their four chiland take the place of my dear mother,
dren. The mother went before a Judge
and she should come. When I first
aud made a complaint against her husseemed to get to this beautiful place the
band for abandoning his childrento the
sweet word welcome ! welcome ! echoed
wolves, but the peasant was acquittedon
all around. I saw so many tilingstliat
the ground that he was striving to save
words fail to tell them now. ‘ The angels
his wife’s life. The old lady may have
said they would cure me, that I should
had misgivingsthat if the village hail been
take no meuicine, and I know I shall
a mile further on he would have pitched
get well.”
her into the snow after the children in
order to protect himself, and hence her
The Asiatic Scat of War.
gratitude was lukewarm.
The province of Armenia, in which the
Russian Army of the Caucasus is now op- American Anns for the Belligerents.

tlL

•'tjffnin
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New York. Summer Number Now Read

street.

The Genuine “Vibrator” Thresher*

MASO
SON A HAMLIN ORGAN CO.
anotSl.
Sq. Wab.ih Avi.

Turkish rule shall forever end in Europe,
and that the Turkish tyrants shall be
sent over the Bosphorus to their old
Asiatic possessions.”

Horrible Story.
A Russian peasant was traveling

leu

Qft.CTwfainstLO.
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ATOM

The Arknpwludfred Hend nnd Front

Tbteahtui,and

it

|i.TU

Aiidre(*C. Jf. Xiafap<«N.Chicago*

.

The World-Wide.Renwratlon of our matchleae
Vibrator"Throaher*for rapid throahln#, perfect savin#,
admirable cleaning, no wuta#e, olaanllaeaa. eoonuiayin
repairs, durability, ease of inanafaincnt,
and a general
superiority in various Other respects, ia now fully eatebliihed and generally reoognliod
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Made by 17 Agents’ In .Tan. 77 with
my n new articles.
lei
Samplesfree.

and

FOUR
GREAT

of Christian civilization, the whole
world over, will rise and declare that

Great R^ntatlon. Sample

SSffiTtt'/KffijcK&j;

CABINET ORGANS.

back and take care of my little sister till
she was large enough to take of herself.
My little brother who I had uever seen
came to me and told me he was my
brother, and he played such sweet music
for me on a golden harp. A crown of
gold encircled his heath He was all
dressed in gleaming white, and so was
grandpa. Aiid he did not look so old as
when here, and his eyes were perfect,
not blind of the one he used to be. His
voice sounded so familiar.
“Then, O! I can hardly tell, I saw

sad Bobber Goods.
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[Official.]

H. Wykhuijsen, TOTHEPUBLIC.

Common Council.
Tuesday, May 22, 1877.
The Common Council met pursuantto
adjournment and was called to order by

I,

Hew Spring

tlGINlta?

the Mayor.
Present: Mayor Schaddelee,Aid. Sprieta-

mu, De Vries, Dykema, Van derveen,
Hoogejtegerand
Minutes of
approved.

My

the Clerk.

last

If you wish to sen a well assorted stock
of Goods for the Fall and Winter trade, qo
and call at tlw store of

the undersigned, am dally receiving

Stock

meeting were read and

is

Goods.

Complete,

Consisting of ail klnda of

NEW FURNITURE.

(Aid/ Cropley appeared and took his
seat)

A

REPORT OF’ COMMITTERS.
The select Com. on printing reported

I

-

REPORT OF CITY OFFICERS.

Commissioner reported amount
labor done in March and April, $37,50,

of

sir.

-

--- --

WHicw

---0ffcrjhi*

UotWg.
Crock«7-

Groceries

always keep ov hand a full stock of

Give me a call and see for
yourself, before you go else-

*»

INTRODUCTION OF BILI.f.
Mr. J. Albers will attend to bit Clock and Jew
The Committee on ways and means in- elry buelno*r, and Mr. Wljktnljucnlothe Watcboe.
troduced an ordinance to provide for the However, each of them will wait on the public In
a
salariesof certaincity officers for the fiscal year, A. D. 1877, which was read twice for sale
*
All qualities of Carpeta cheap; also,
by its title and on motion placed upon the
general order of the day.
kinds of Matlrasses.

Live Geese Feathers

CALL & SEE.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 25. 1876.
H. Wijkhuljsen,
J. Albers.

and shall keep the same in repairs subject to the order and approval of
city,

complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all
wish to purchase.

who

I

W A3STTEL.

all

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
9. REIDSEMA.

lehest

israrw
DOESBUEG,
Hardware Store
mil m mum.

mortgage

- -

Tinware very

Paint Brushes.

GIVE USA

TEAMING DONE ON SHORTNOTICE.

two

J.
• -Harrington,
-----------Jr.
John Vaupfxl.

Holland, Dec. 2,

J.

I will

sureties.—

prices for ail meats.

bil) of the

street

Com. was

pre-

of

February,
$14.50.— Referred to Com. on Claims and
Accounts.

On motion the Council took a
10 minutes. •

•

twenty-fivo. Block twenty-sixand Block twentv-

SLEIGHS TRUCES

4-6w

Holland, Feb.

1874.

14,

JACOB KUITE.

_

46 2-s

twnnre

HARRINGTON.

BE3ST3D,

1

at

1ST

B. J.

HARKING TON.

E. J.

and the only alope-apokedwagon manufac
Hired. It la a better wagon than the Jackaon Wagon, and I will »e)l them Jnat as
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons of my
own raannfactureI will

„

John A. Roost,

Or Re-Sawing Done*

City Clerk.

An enormous engineering work

WE HAVE

A

the present supply being bad in quality

STEAM
E. J.

IDH/Y KILIST
S

PEG

IA

DOORS, SASH

through a mountain. This will be the Or.njrthlDgiQuar
longest tunnel in America, circular in
H.

shape, and twelve feet in diameter. Five

AND BUNDS,

power

drills being

done by manual

bricked. Fifteen shafts

The

THy

HARRINGTON.

ftSSSte* * tOTO-WOOd

W. VERBEEK &

Co.

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles
and other articles too numerous to mention,

of

FLIEMAN.

so^d'i.T^r

of

f{>ltowlng describedLot* In the City of

HARRINOTON.

A Good opportunityfor a

Grist Mill.

Inquire of

cost Is estimated at $3,000,000, about

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

1,500 men are employed, and the tunnel

P,at "“f the d. L. 8. depot at
tt& each, except Lou 1 A 8 which are $800 each.
will probably be completed in three Jyears. A|®0 8 lot* West of First avenue at $125 each. The

The

employees are mainly negroes,

live in

who

miserablelog cabins; and the con-

tractor says that

his greatest difficultyIs

not of an engineering kind, but

drunkenness

among

these

&

B.

A

Apply to,

comes of

men.

Liquor

dealers invest the temporary villages with

portable bars, and sell vile whiskey so
cheap that the laborers buy extensively.

City Lots for Sale Cheap at

M. D.

HOWARD.

M:

BOW

LOSTi

A

in

Southern Cali-

successfulexperiment

in

Los

Angeles county is related by the Eepreu,
which says: “We hare been shown by Mr.

r,

on the Puente

Rancho by

gentlemen came
from Guatemala about a year sgo, and
purchased a portion of this ranch. They
hundred

of

which have thriven,

and

Lawns

«r

Id r-SClm'

li|arra,^5 •°nk,e<tne“CMof
radicallycured without the dantoternal medicine or the application

who

will plant

them, a limited quantity of the seeds of
this article.

J-

187S.

new

printa—

*

po/t stsrni!/^’

00

Plato envelope, to

any

VAN ZOEREN.

,

Walsh's Cough Candy.
The best COUGH

CANDY

in

une— For

8a,e in New Y°rk f°r
the past 30 years, but

new in

this State.

TO

CAHDY

Drug

.

HOLLAND,

ISM.

m

^

Tm*

1 Cr

Attorney.

KENYON.

1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877

New

Millinery
A

HARRINGTON.

LADIES’

fall

Kuc of

FURNISHING GOODS,

Suits, Infimts’ Cloaks,

J Harrington.

reca pl of 'to O00*1 or

hi

mm
8t

.

BEOIUL

Flowers, Colarets, Fans, Parasols

and Zephyrs.

HARRINGTON.

FOE SALE.

E.

BUTTERICK & CO’S PATTERNS.

lwo

Address t^e Pobllshers,

41 All

Hats,

Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,

Worsted Dress Goods— some of the
richest patterns ever opened here §t an
astonishingly low price.

ad-

00.,

Viv Tsrk; Post Office Box. 4916-

„

L.

No money required down Inquire of

&

S.

VAN DEN BEBGE,
... - HOLEANU, MIOH

VAN LANDEGEND.
HoLLANn.Aprtn#*
BiaHCTH STREET
J.

’

*

day of Jane, A. D. 1874, at eight o’clock In the forenoon, in Liber Y of Mortgagee, on page 556, through
For Sale by tbe pound
non-payment of the money eecuredto be paid by
or
ounce.
•aid mortgage,by reaeon of which the power to •ell
In said mortgage ha* become operative, on which
mortgage there la claimed to ba due at the date of
PLEASANT
TAKE.
thl* notice the *nm of fourteen hundred and fortynine dollarsand seven cents, and also an attorney
fee of twenty-five dollar*provided for In said mortgage; and no inlt or proceeding having been instituted at law to recoverthe debt now remaining*eplied at wholesale
enred by said mortgage or any part thereof: Notice i* therefore here'-y given, that by virtue of a
rales at tbe
power of sale contained in said mortgage,and parsaint to stamte in snch case made and provided,
City
Store.
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at
48 — 6m o
public vendne of the mortgaged premises therein
described, to wit: All the south naif of the south
half of the southwestquarter of section thirteen,
town seven north, range fourteen west; also the
northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section twenty-three, town seven north, range loorteen
MICH.,
west, containingeighty acres, same more or less,
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Colaccording to Government Survey, all being in Ottawa Connty, State of Michigan, at the front door lection business. Collections made on all points
of the Court Honae of said Ottawa County, In the in the United States and Enrone. Partlcalaratten
tipn paid to the collectionsor Banka and Bankers
RemUtanceamade on day of payment. All bnsiof
at two o'clock In the afternoon, to pay the sum due ness entrustedto me shall have prompt attenon said mortgage with interest and costs, includ- tion Interest allowed on time deposits, snbjeci
ing said attorney fee.
to check at sight. Foreign exensngebought
and sold. Tickets to and from allpolntalnEurope
Dated, Ghand mHaven,
m n v wws% March
aaava v#a *A/i
80th;
Kl. «
A.. XJ
D.. 1877.
| |.
at my 'office
„
ELI HARTZKLL, Mortgages. sold
'olds'
R. W. Duncan,
106 tf
V.

the most beautiful

I. J.

feature In Southern California,

distribute free, to those

in

E.

a v ’b’e rill

they

In furtherance of this desire they will

_

14,

Ottawa County, SUte
8UU of Michigan,on the tentn

handsome patterns,at

E. J.

"honto to tha bands of
are desirous that cultivation of coftee shsll every youth aid every man In the land.
become a

,

I

varieties at

planted about one thousand coffee trees,
five

great variety of

the

Badillo Brothers. These

„

.
Holland. July

Price,lu a sealed envelope, only •!* cents.

Sotello,a very fine specimen of coffee berry, raised

A

J-

wM, •' GW. BUTKAU,

HARRINGTON.

R. J.

. _ P®urm,itorr®.a
or 8uffltoalWeak- Styles of Ginghams,
Seminal Lossi's IifiMitstnov

ggrfea-rtej
HF"

new lot of Embroidery

B0WU3T0UD!

Ksm,
nTlTiSr.-

Coffer can be raised

K

and insertion at

«« radical cure (without modiclne)

fornia.

Harrington.

e. j.

fair

Nathan Kenyon, Banker

'

E. J.

FOR SALE.

impracticablein such a

way will be
have been sunk.

Cheap Store of
E. J.

at the store

labor,

small space. The rest of the

at the

line, menafectnred on ihort
norite.

miles of the distanceis very hard rock,
the drilling is

HARRINGTON.

LIT Y.

miles from the city, and the water is to be

brought through a tunnel seven miles long,

J

Bf Pro“Ptne»» *nd

Holland. September 1, 1875.

.u

Glammre, Crockery, unsurpass-

ed
and inadequate iu quantity. The new AND TIIK DRYING OF LUlfBUH
WK
SHALL
MAKE
A
source is to be Gunpowder river, nine

.

HARR1NT0N- feed A.»h.h KMVhl. .lfe;7oillT.me;i; rriTT/itp
.uu vuiwv «• IUC itUKimcr Ul
or W V U WT A
new style of Poplins very SSfdft^

pnn
cheap at

—

n.n ounce* to the Public that

E‘ J-

is in

progress to provide Baltimore with water,

and

Af

]S^0WLAND’

WARD.
SLiint1?!.d/8

J.

28th. A. D. 1877.

MEAT MARKET

Horse Shoeing a Speciality

MOR

A

W.. Dc,«»,

aid diapatch.

HARRINGTON.

Planing, Matching,

GjUNDHATtN, March

for

Mill.

-

to the afternoon, to pay the

—IN THE

Fine Building Site For Sale.
The Council resolved itself into a Com.
Ready Made Clothing — and
of the w hole to act on the above named
Boots and Shoes at
ordinance,Aid. Hoogesteger in the chair.
'J'H E East 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 86. Situated
After some time spent therein the commit- In re-building our new shop we have purA A. fiteketee’aGeneral Store, on Eighth etrect!
chased entire new Machinery,
E. J.
tee arose and through their chairman reInquire
ft. DOESBURG.
ported as having had under consideration
Holland, April 7, 1877.
g-tf
Of
the Most Approved Patterns;
Ash way Tweed for suits and bleached
the above named ordinance and would re.TO A OF. B AT/P.
port progress, asking leave to sit again, re- And we are confident we can satiafy all wbc and unbleached muslins, cheaper than ever
want
port accepted and leave granted.
May

(docJ<

tv*r(Jj)

ID.

Thi* wagon la the heat wagon In u*e In thl* State,

aell

aw

U,ta']fain said State, containing about

etc.

Dated,

SOUTH

Buttons of every description from the
cheapest to the finest— and many other
fineries, too numerous to mention.

Planing

"iT d v,,,ageof Bastmanvllle. and numnm 10 lhe p,al of M,d Village as re-

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
Work Warranted.
HARRINGTON. All
General Rlackemithlng done with neatneai

Resolved, That we adjourn.— Lost.

Council adjourneduntil Wednesday,
30, 1877.

*

inAYC?Zd

R.

cheaper than any
The Choicest Groceries and
one In this City
a complete stock at

I will sell

By Aid. Cropley,

OF.NERAL ORDER OF THE DAY.

’8ud lying and being situate In

h

corded In the office of the Register of Deedsfor said

paid for Hides.

recess of

After recess the Com. on Poor reported,
recommended aid to 16 persons lor one
week, amount $40.25.— Adopted.

C(vm0r
FLIEMAN, rffSSSStts

Light & Heavy Wagons.

Flannels of every description and color very cheap at
E. J.

_______________

In? having been Instituted

monSLJ*1!,® 0f 1 power of M|e containedl5 said

Top or Open Baggies

_

The Highest market prices

_

an,d "totj- dollars and forty-one

42-ly

MANUFACTURER OF

share

New Dry Goods.

pay the highest market

UNFINISHED BUSINESS.

The

1876.

HARRINGTON’S

Jacob Kaite.

.

Carried.

sented for the month

1877.

iii8 wiie, toM&riette How.^cnty-elRhth day of October,

E.
”

VAN DERVEEN.

10.

j

TRIAL,

‘

Also sole Agent for the

RfiWwrf, That the Dept. Marshal shall
give bond to the city in the sum of Five

tiundred dollars with

Holland, March

u

'P,® P°wer 10 •eU to “to mortgagehas
operative, on which mortgage Sere 1*
to be due at the date of thle notice the turn

OOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED. claimed

>.

Meat Market,

,

A D wSn£i8t® the

Fine horaci and bcantlful carriages, cutters,and
kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at oui
stable at reasonable rates.

Promptly Repaired.

J.

i

SALE.

all

and

needed and light the street lamp near engine
Medicines in the market,
house No. 1. He shall also submit a * h!i,.,huef,e?d,r?.u*teut
monthly report to the Conncil as provided bottle orhjime&8nr/Cr*
(’all and see and give Its a
by the charter.
J. 0. DOESBURG.
Holland,Mich., JnlySfl, 1876. -V
Betolted, Phut the duties herein named,
of your Patronage.

Dykema

at

BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

and

.....

i0

tdjoard Stalk

Linrj, hit

mor.

»

Commissioner.He shall keep fires and
Eagle Engine room No. 1, when

and

1875.

5,

J. 0.

light in

will be receive

Holla*!*,March 80, 1877,

committees; but no helpsball begranted, or expenses be made by said street
commissioner unless directed by the Com- NO. 70,
EIGHTH STREET.
Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,
mon Council or the committee on Streets
and Bridges. He shsll also keep the covDrugs,
ering over the fire-wells in good repairs
and Iree from ice daring the winter season.
Medicines,
He shall take care of all shade-trees in and
Paints
Oils
around the public parks and on Black
The uuderolgncdha* opened a hardwareatore In
Are eold as cheap at this DniR Store as at any
River Highway and shall keep the fences
the old atani
luTof O. J. .lotcrftniB,
IlaverkHte, waere
where ne
he will
belonging thereto in repairs. He shall other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictlypure.
keep constantly on hand a completestock of Genkeep the gutters along the street free from Trusses,
eral Hardware,Stoves, Glass, Nalls, Farming Im
plements.Carpenter'sTools and eventhing else
all obstructions.He shall keep all street
belonging to our line of business.
crossingsin repairs and clean the same
Chamois Skins,
when needed, especiallyon Saturdays. All
Counter, Cloth,
paupers who are able to work shall do such
work, under the supervision of the Street
Neatly
Hair and

By Aid.

of Produce

Everything in the line
’
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November

the

and others which may hereafterbe added
by the Council in the line ot duties of his
said office, shall be performedby the
Street Commissioner on a salary per year
to be determined in the annual salary bill
—Carried.

jnv|*e

and
and

the streets,alleys, bridges,reservoirs,drains

culverts,parks and public grounds within

MICH

Specialty.

cheap.

the

TaOELAIsriJ,

Public to come and examine our stock
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large
6

where.

No. 52, Eighth Street.

Ruolwd, That the Street Commissioner
shall have a general supervisionover all

RIVER STREET. - . .

other piece.

Provisions, etc

bb
iu the
me pnoi
»• nut
suchii to
public and will

r^m;.vr,.°,°.w. hi™1'

On motion by Aid. Dykema.

Flour & Feed,

Stoneware,

From the cheapest to the finest WALNUT CASin the market, and cheaper than In any

KETS
uavif

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps, b

Furnishing

OOFEI1TS,

mittee.

Tha

Goods,
Goods,

Dry

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

presenting the sealed proposals for the
city printing.— Referred back to Com-

KOFFERS,

&

3DEA.LERS IN

and

large stock of well selected Wall Paper
window shades, which I sell at

'

The Clerk reported the oath of office of
8. L. Morris as member of the Board
of Health; Also that a quarters rent is
due, on the lease of R. Ranters, for engine
room No. 2, 48,75.— Amount allowed.

DUURSEMA

